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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis represents an effort to compile all the inform 
ation and work available on Enterobius vermicularis. It was 
thought advisable , however , to restrict the incidence reporting 
to north America except f or the noting of the 'tAJorld-wide 
distribution of the pinworm . 
An~roximately two- thirds of the sources used were those 
found in a thorough search of the Biological Abstracts - 1927 
to 1948 inclusive . The remaining sources were gathered from 
the bibliographies of the original sources . Much valuable 
material was obtained from the more than twenty papers presente 
in various scientific periodicals by the personnel of the 
rrational Institute of Health, who from 1937 to 1944 undertook a 
deliberate, detailed study of enterobiasis i n all of its phases 
and ramifications . 
Information on the biology of the pinworm was included 
because it was felt that such information would be a helpful 
and a necessary supplement to the material on diagnosis , 
incidence and the treatment of enterobiasis . As a piece of 
original work to be incorporated into the thesis , the incidence 
of E. vermicularis was studied at an institution for boys in 
Boston . 
I I 
BIOLOGY OF ENTEROBIUS VER}1ICULARI S 
A. History and Importance 
Sawitz, D' Antoni, Rhude and Lob (1940) stated, 
11 Alexander of Tralles in the Sixth Century, ascribed to 
pinworms ' the priviledge over other helminths of being 
tormentors of any people of any age; and Leuckhart some 
seventy years ago , believed t nat 1 there may be only a few 
who do not harbor them at one time or another . " 
Cobb (1890) wrote that , 
11 the common pinworm or threadworm parasitic in man, is the 
rematode that has been longest known and is the one that 
comes most frequently under the notice of physicians and 
~lelminthologi st s . 11 
Undoubtedly , millions of people in this country are infect 
with pinworms, and among the other nations of the world many 
millions of other persons are so infected . 
B. Classification 
The pimvorm is also known in other parts of the world as 
the t.h..readworm . Leiper ( 1926) dis closed t '1at Linnaeus in 1758 
called the species Ascaris vermicularis and that Leach in 1853 
placed the helminth in the genus Enterobius . Stiles in 1905 
placed this same ivorm in the genus Oxyuris . Earlier in the 
century Oxyuris vermicularis was used to designate the ninworm . 
Now, however , Enterobius vermicularis (L . 1758) Leach 1853 is 
the accepted and approved term . 
2 . 
Accor~g to Cha~r (1944) tha pinworm is classified ~s~*===== 
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follovlS: 
Phylum Nemathelminthes - unsegmented roundworms. 
Class Nematoda - triploblastic, no true segmentation, 
complete digestive tract, no circulatory 
or respiratory organs and dioecious . 
Subclass Pnasmida - phasmids present ; excretory system 
present . 
Order Ascaroidea - including most of the nematodes , mouth 
usually vith 3 lips . 
C~nus and species - Enterobius vermicularis, (L . 1758) 
Leach, 1853. 
C. Distribution 
While this report is concerned 1vi th the North American 
continent, we must acknowledge the 1r1orld ,.ride distribution of 
Enterobius vermicularis . Below is given a list of countries 
outside of North America in which the pinworm has been 
identified as being ~resent in the populace . 
Table I . World-Wide Distribution of Enterobius . 
AREA INVESTIGATORS SPECIFIC LOCATIO!J IF ANY 
Armenia ----------Plavtov (1926) 
Australia---------Penfold and Penfold (1936)--State of Victoria 
Belgian Congo-----Fisher (1934) 
Bulgaria----------Drenowsky (1943)------------Southern Bulgaria 
China------------- Sch1r1artz ( 1926) 
Finland-----------Enrstrom (1926) 
Formosa-----------Ishii and Tei Tok Wa (1931) 
Guam-------------- Stoll , Chenmveth, and Peck ( 1947) 
India-------------Korke (1926) 
Italy-------------Pulle (1927) 
Korea-------------Mills (1927) 
Nadagascar--------Sice (1927)---------------Southern Madagascar 
Phi1ippines-------Chanco (1939) 
Boumania---------- itzulesco (1939) 
Russia------------Dubrovinskii------------------Hosco1'11' 
Dubrowinski (1928)------------Turkmenistan 
Levin (1930) 
revland-Dobrova (1930)--------Stalingrad 
Shmeleva (1934)---------------Kalmuck 
Volp1enko (1943)--------------Baku 
Zhukova-Florensova (1930)-----Kransnoyarsk 
Sweden------------Klercher (1927)---------------Southern Sweden 
4. 
D. Morphology of Adult Pinworms and Ova 
H-- intestinE 
ovil'l 
-~--- vc:)~,·,.,a 
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1 . Male Pinworm 
According to Craig and Faust ( 1937) the male pinworms are 
2 to 5 millimeters long , 0 . 1 to 0 . 2 millimeters wide at their 
greatest diameter, and have their posterior ends curved ventrad 
The male pinworm has a consnicuous Sl)icule , but no gubernaculum 
The bursa is greatly reduced and is supported by a aair of 
anterior pedunculated papillae and a pair of posterior 
papillae . 
2 . Female Pinworm 
Craig and Faust (1937) put the size of the female ninworms 
at more than twice that of t he males , measuring 8 to 13 milli-
meters by 0 . 3 to 0 . 5 millimeters . The tail portion is decidedl 
6 . 
I 
r 
attenuate and makes uu one- third of the entire length . The 
vulva i~ located mid-ventraly one-third of the distance from 
the head region . The vagina is rather long and extends some 
distance posterior from the vulva. before it joins the paired 
enit< 1 organs, made up of uteri, oviducts, nd ovarian 
tubules . 
E. Morphology of Pinworm Ove 
Chandler (194~) described the ova as being cl.ear, un-
stained, usually 55 by 30 ? , and not perfectly oval , being 
flattened on one side . Jacobs and Jones (1939) identified 
three layers in the cuticula of the egg . The outer layer 
composed or an unidentified protein substance, the middle of 
chitin comp ound, composed of t1 o la ers and the innermost 
layer being some steroid substance . 
Both Jacobs and Jones (1939) and Cobh (1890) agree as to 
the existence of a definite hatching point on t he shell proper 
but differing as to its nature . Jacobs and Jones tate t he 
hatching point is thin due to the absence of the chitin layer; 
w."lile Cobb desc -r ibes a porous are o. in the s b.ell at whicn. place 
he believes hatch ing to take place . 
7 . 
F. Life Cycle 
'l'he life cycle of the pinworm is an exceedingly interestin 
one . Craig ad Faust (13~7) related that in the gravid female 
the uteri become distended and filled vith eg;gs . The pressure 
of this egg mass on the esophAgus c uses the fem~le to release 
her hold on the intestinal nucos8 so thRt she migrates from 
place to place ritnin the intestinal lumen , finally making her 
v.:ay t .. 1ro l~h the anus to the peri nol folds _ere mature and 
fully embryonated eggs are ~hed . 
e are i1debted to Bozicevich and Brady ( 1938) for a 
really det iled account o· the migration and oviposition of 
the gravid female pinworms . They observed tnat t .. e eravid 
fem2les at 8 : 00 P . l-1. 1ilere located n i1 ch aWBY from the 
mucocut neous junction and at 9 :00 P . 4. they had rPached the 
junction . At this time , the boys being ex mined retired and 
t .. e 1 orms were found on tne moist areas of the skin for ard ~s 
ar as the scrotum nnd in 2 . 5 inch radius frorr. the nus 
po~teriorly and 1 terally . Locomotion was accom.lished by 
alternace ne d and tail anchorages to the skin and muc osa. The 
worms whicn rrigrat ed to the body surface were far less active 
than v1ere the ones pre sent furt11er up ln the canal. After a 
f"et<.r r..inutes exposure to the air , increased o acici-cy an,=~ 
considerabl·y less activity was noticed . F.ggs were discharged 
during violent uterine contractions by hich large white egg 
masses were released . The eggs were expelled in cylindrical 
streams and frequently hung in festoons . Dessicated and 
8 . 


dispute arose among t i-l e parasitolocrists of the time . Did 
oxyuriasis take place by ingestion of infective egg s? Vix, 
(1860) Kuchenmeister, (1855) Goebel, (1922) believed t~e 
infection could be built up without the need of the gravid 
female worm ever migrating . They based this assumption on 
their simultaneous finding of e gg s, larvae and adult worms 
within the large intestine . At first glance this observation 
would seem to p oint to t1.e generation of imvorms \'li thout the 
females ever leaving t he host by depositing and subsequent 
~atching of pinworm ova within the intestinal tract . 
Zavadovskii and Snalimov (1929) disputed the theory of 
generation of pinworms within the intestine by taking eggs from 
t ne a~ pendix and observing t.rhet~er or not develo'!)ment took 
place i n vitro . T 1e se egg s from t .. e ar.nendix did not develop , 
forcing the authors to the conclusion t hat the ca~acit y to 
develop depends uuon the stage of the embryo; the pre-tadn ole 
staL'e ( El')pendiceal egg s) being incanable of development . From 
t he tadpole stage on, t he eggs re quire oxygen, since oxygen is 
presumably not present in sufficient quantities in the lumen of 
t be intestine multiplication within t~is organ is impossible. 
The voided eggs '.rhicn were in the tadpole stPge showed develop-
ment . 
Cobb (1890 ) sought to prove t hat infection was acquired 
by in estion of egg s by demonstrating hatch ing of Oxyuris ova 
in the human stomacn under normal conditions . A euction 
cap sule was prepared to convey tne ova of Oxyuris into the 
stomach . On reaching t he stomach, g_~stric juice _was admitted 
11. 

in the anterior part of t he shell leaves first , followed by the 
anterior ryart and ultimately the nead . 
--- -------===~-
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Enbryology of Pinworm 
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After hatching in the stomach , Craig and Faust (1937) 
related t hat tne la.rvae undergo two moults while passing throug 
the small bowel. The larvae may become ledzed temporarily in 
tne cryDts and folds of the jejunum and upper parts of the 
ileum . Upon reaching the level of the intestine they mature 
and attacn t hemselves to the intestinal mucosa . 
The lite cycle of Enterobius vermicularis is comJleted in 
two months . 
15 . 
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III 
DIAG 10SIS OF ENTEROBIUS VERMICULARIS 
Sawitz, Odom and Lincicome (1939) report the difficulties 
encountered in the attem~ts at diagnosing Enterobius which are 
not found in the otner intestinal helminthic parasites . The 
ova of Enterobius are deposited most commonly at night, by the 
gravid female worms, in the uerianal folds . 
Kuchenmeister (1855) advised t .l.at diagnostic activities 
for the presence of Enterobius be confined to fecal examination 
Davaine (1858) and Lamb.,r l (1859) also advised fecal examination 
to disclose the presence of Enterobius . However, it was Davain 
in 1860 and Vix in the same year who first emphasized the anal 
region as the optimum site for diagnosing the presence of 
Enterobius . Vix (1860) and later Heller in 1876 obtained t~eir 
best results by anal scrapings 1'\Ti th vs.rious blunt instruments 
including scalpel handles, spatulas , and probes . 
The methods available for diagnosing pinworm infections 
are several but can be divided into two major divisions, 
physical and serological techniques. 
A. Physical Methods 
1. Stool Examinations Via Flotation Techniques 
Two types of flotation techniques which have been used in 
connection with pinworm diagnosis are (1) Willis - brine and 
(2) the zinc sulnhate centrifuge concentration techniques . 
The Willis - brine techniques as explained by Sawitz , Odom , 
and Lincicome ( 1939) consists of straini ng 2 grams of freshly 
passed feces into a glass jar together with 8 co of distilled 
water . Two co of this solution is pipetted into a Wasserman 
tube , water added, and centrifuged for forty-five seconds at 
2 , 640 revolutions per minute . The supernate fluid is decanted, 
water added and the preoarntion recentrifuged . The procedure 
is repeated three times . Finally, after the last supernate 
fluid is poured off , brine ( specific gravity of 1 . 2) is added, 
the solution is shaken, and a coverglass set on top of a full 
Wasperman tube . The solution is then centrifuged for forty-fiv 
seconds at 2 , 640 revolutions per minute, after which the cover-
glass is examined for the presence of pinworm ova . 
In the zinc sulphate centrifuge flotation techniques , the 
same procedure is used as that employed in the brine techniques 
except that to the final centrifuge solution is added zinc 
sulphate (snecific gravity of 1 . 18) instead of brine . The 
solution is then centrifuged for forty-five seconds at 2 , 640 
revolutions ,er minute . A bacterial loop dipped into the 
levi~ated material, and the loopful olaced on a microscopic 
slide and examined . The buoyancy of the pinworm ova was 
determined by Sawitz (1939) by tests with zinc sulphate 
solutions of various snecific gravities . The values determined, 
however, are not necessarily the actual snecific gravities, for 
in order to concentrate the egg s during centrifuging a solution 
of a hi her specific gravi~y than its own is needed . The time 
17 . 
for centrifugation is a function, mathematically, of the 
difference betY.reen the suecific gravity of the eggs and the 
solution . Pinworm eggs were found to be buoyed up in solutions 
of suecific gravity of 1 . 115 or higher . At a solution specific 
gravity of 1.180, 97 uer cent of t~e total eggs present in the 
solution rose to the surface layer and 70 per cent of the 
total eggs present on the first coverglass prenaration . Thus 
it seems that in zinc sulphate solutions of pim~orm eggs a 
solution specific gravity of 1 . 180 gives the best results . 
2 . Subungual and Rectal Endoscopic Examination 
It ~as long been knmvn that in cases of pinworm infections 
ova are frequently found under the fingernails of the infected 
persons . Levin (1930) made microscopic examination of subungua 
material taken from under the toe or finger nails which dis-
,closed 87 . 6 per cent of the infected persons . Schuffner and 
Swellengrebel (1944) examined the dirt under the fingernails 
and in this way 35 per cent of the positives were diagnosed to 
be positive for pinworm ova . Still ~1899 ) found a single ova 
underneath the fingernail of one o~ five children g iven 
subungual examination . 
!It Sotolongo and Goldberg (1941) introduced a novel means of 
diagnosis of p inworm infections . By means of a delphic optic 
proctosigmoidos cope, they were able to see pinvrorms in the anal 
canal and internal sphincter areas . 
18 . 
3 . Anal Swabs 
The work done by Hall (1937) marks the turning point in 
the diagnostic history of Enterobius vermicularis . Up to this 
time Enterobius was regarded as of slight consequence in the 
overall picture of helminth infections of man . By use of the 
Hall JIH swab the realization of high incidence rates with 
~inworms was disclosed . 
Hall (1937) in his classic work on types of anal swabs 
sets forth certain characteristics which the ideal sl'rab for 
detecting the presence of pinworm ova should possess : 
11 It should pick up pimvorm eggs, when these are 
present , quite dependably; should deliver them to a 
microscope slide dependably , with the minimum amount of 
manipulation that involves dilution or possible loss of 
eggs and with safety to persons handling the swab ; and 
should cause the patient little or no inconvenience in 
its use . 11 
Hall tried many types of swabs before settling on the one 
type which he felt best met the above qualifications . 
A. Cotton S\vab 
Absorbent cotton is twisted about one end of a wooden 
applicator , usually moistened before use . The swab was 
examined either by salt flotation or rubbing and rolling the 
cotton in a small amount of water on a slide; the released 
material was thereby examined on a slide . Examination showed 
that frequently the eggs were entangled in the cotton fibers 
and tvas not released on the slide . This type of s1.vab is of 
small value because it fails to release the ova it picks up . 
19 . 
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The flotation was more valuaole on this score than the smear . 
1 Dry cotton swabs were used and then laced in e JO normal 
solution of sodium hydroxide . Still, not all the eggs were 
released and cotton swab testing was abandoned . 
B. Chamois Swab 
Chamois swabs were used with the idea that a smoother 
surface would release its eggs much more readily than did the 
cotton . C~amois was rolled on an applicator and held to it by 
a rubber band . This type of swab proved to be impractical due 
to the fact that the wooden applicators were too fragile for 
the pressure needed to pick up the ova, and this rolled swab 
was not suited to the swabbing movements necessary for proper 
operation . 
C. Rayon Swab 
Rayon was used in swabs on the theory that a fabric mesh 
of smooth rayon would nick up eggs dependably and release them 
readily . A cotton swab was made , covered with rayon and 
fastened with a rubber band . The r ayon swab was moistened and 
after use , rubbed and applie~ to some water on a slide . The 
swab was fairly satisfactory , but, it was noted that some of 
the eggs passed t hrough the rayon mesh and collected in the 
dotton fibers . This particular type of swab failed to deliver 
dependably the eggs to the slide . 
Variation of this type of swab was tried . A dry swab was 
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used, then placed in a vial along with a a~op of 1 normal 
10 
sodium hydroxide to break up any fecal matter picked up and 
then the swab was examined in a small amount of the sodium 
hydroxide solution . This type of swab was an improvement but 
still did not dependably release its eggs to the slide . 
Another variation involved the use of a dry swab . After 
use it was moistened in a. v-rater vial and then examined it in a 
small amount of the sodium hydroxide solution . This appeared 
to be the better of the three rayon svJabs tried, but still did 
not prevent the passage of the eggs through the rayon mesh. 
D. Celluloid Scrapers 
Use of rigid scraping devices has been described by a 
number of authors. Serbinovl and Schulmann (1927) utilized a 
pointed spetula and a shaped ma.tch moistened 't.,it!J. a 0 . 5 to 1 
per cent solution of sodium hydroxide , which was lig~tly passed 
over the anal folds . After use the material was examined in 
sodium hydroxide or water . Bogajowlewski and Lewitzki (1929) 
used an ordinary match moistened ivith 1 per cent sodium hy-
droxide and the scrapings examined in the sodium hydroxide 
solution . f:en thescraDings were negative the edge of the 
slide as well as the matcn were used . Oleinikov (1929) stated 
that e€gs did not adhere too well to a metal spatula but did 
adhere to a wooden one . Headlee (1935 ) made anal scrapings 
with a blunt instrument and examined the material in a drop of 
1 normal sodium hydroxide solution on a slide . For storage 
10 
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after c'l.rying nd in cases \'.rhere lon er storage of slicle s was 
necess~ry water was added . 
Celluloid scrapers \'Jere tried by Hall (1937) . Pieces of 
yellow celluloid ere cut by scissors , rounded and the edge 
beveled on a \Thetstone . These scrapers Here 4 . 5 centimeters 
long e..nd 1 centimeter 11ide . 1fhen in use this celluloid 
scraper as held by a lockin forceps . Tne scr p ings 1ere 
put in a vial and examined in a 1 normal sodiuo hydroxide 
.LO 
solution . The scraper was examined directly due to its 
tr nsparency . However, this type of egg collector failed to 
trLnsport eg[s bec~use of immersion in the vial . 
E . Cellopha e Swabs 
A cello)~ ne swab ias made by t king a three centimeter 
square of t e mcterial and foldin~ it in half to form two 
re ctan les of equal size . A glass rod , ; to 20 centimeters by 
4 Millimeters , ~as placed between tne two rect gles perpen-
dicularly to the fold about a third of the way rrom one end of 
the ~old . • e short end of the swab was folded diagcn~lly 
Pf"eparaiio~ ofthe NIH 5\.IJ~b 
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over the rod and the long end folded diagonally over the short 
end. A ruober band was usee o fasten the swab to the rod, and 
the rod 'tvas push.ed through a test tube stopper . The swab was 
used dry and uorked as a sH·ab and a scraper . 
To make an examination for the presence of ova, the 
cellophane was pushed down from the glass rod and cut off with 
a pair of fine scissors . The cellophane 'tvas then flattened 
out ivith the rod and a pair of forceps, two drops of sodium 
nydroxide were added and the preparation covered with a cover-
-· lass . 'gg· s were readily visible through the transparent 
cellophane . No mRnipulation is needed to separate the egBs 
fron this type of swab, a procedure necessitated by other 
types of swabs . 
This type of swab was given extensive tests and found to 
be satisfDctory . To elimin&te possible laboratory contamina-
tion during cutting of the cellophane ti? , a cellophane square 
was used vJ'~lich 'tvas smaller t.:J.an the coverglass , thus elimina-
ting the necessity of cutting the cellophane tip . This last 
type of cellophane sw, b meets all the t~eoretical requirements 
of a good anal swab . It picks up eggs deDendably and faith-
fully aelivers t e entire eg6 mass to the slide with little 
manipulation . No effort is needed for separating the egg s from 
the swab. The swab is easily transported without loss of eggs, 
is srfe for those 1andling it , and caese little discomfort to 
the patient. This cellophane s'tnb was given then me the NIH 
(National Institute of Health) swab . 
After t~1e cellop~mne is removed t'1e rod and stonoer is 
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returned to the test tube and the forceps sterilized by 
heating . The test tube arrangement is subjected to dry heat to 
distort and destroy and eggs present and to prevent contamina-
tion upon subsequent reuse of tne system . 
Tentn nol"mal sodium hydroxide is used to saponify fat in 
the ad_lJ.ered fecal parti cles and thereby to set the eggs free . 
Several anal svrabs are necessary to establish negati vene ss 
Serbinmv and Sc'1ulmann ( 1927) noted. that Skr jabin reported in 
1925 t_1.e rise in the number of positives as follm, s : first 
svlab, 42 per cent positive ; second swab, 75 per cent; third 
swab, 84 . 6 per cent; fourth swc::.b , 94 . 4 per cent . 
F-all (1937 ) stated that the number of ova present on a 
swab is not an indication of either the number of vwrms present 
or the seriousness of infection. Personal cleanliness may 
greatly cut dmvn on the number of ova present perianaly . 
The NIH swab was found by Sontolongo and Goldberg (1941) 
to be useful in demonstrating infections of Trichuris trichiura 
(L . ) Taenia saginata, (Goeze) Hymenolepis~' (von Siebold) 
and Ascaris lumbricoides, (L .) as well as those of Enterobius 
vermicularis . Of 14 cases of Trichuris trichiura, 11 were 
diagnosed with the use of the NIH swab; 4 of 6 cases of Taenia 
saginata; 2 of 3 cases of Hymenolepis nana; and 2 of 4 cases 
of Ascaris were all diagnosed with the exclusive use of the 
:nr- swab . 
'rhe use of multiple s1vabs is a marked feature of testing 
with the NIH technique for the presence of pinworm ova . 
1· azzotti and Quintanar ( 1943) stress the importance of repeated 
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examinations to disclose the cases with o ild infection . 
Sawitz and Karpinos (1942) presented, entirely statis-
tical approach to the problem of multiple swab testing with 
the NIH swab . 
SYMBOLS USED : 
I ~ total number of cnildren examined 
Ni = 11 II II II infected 
p = proba~ility of obtaining a positive test on a child 
using a single NlH swab . 
q = (1- p) = nrobability of failure to obtain a positive 
test on a child using a single NIH swab . 
n = Number of NIH swEJbs made 
ET = true efficiency of NIF swab technique 
E0 = observed II II II II II 
RT = true prevelancy rates 
R0 = observed II II 
This work w·as done in conjunction with examination of six 
children 1 s homes in rre~r Orleans . Seven NIH swabs Nere made to 
establish negativeness , in regard to infection with pinworms . 
\'lith this data secured the follmving equations were developed 
and the proper relationship shown . 
NiP = number of positives disclosed by first NIH 
examination 
Ni - Nip 
or 
Ni (1-p) = number of positives still undisclosed after the 
first swab 
Ni (1- p)p 
or 
Ni (p- p2) = number of positives the second NIH swab will 
disclose 
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examination. ~1en p= 0.2, 7 NIH swabs disclose 97 per cent 
of the infections; when P=O . 5, 7 l\ IH sv.Tabs disclose 99 ;>er cent 
of the infections. Hmvever, i>vhen P -0; 04 even 15 NIH tests 
disclose less than 46 per cent of the actual number of infected 
cases. 
Sawitz suggests that differences in efficiency may be due 
to differe nces in intensity of infection, use of the swab by 
different persons , and in the time of day at rhich the swab 1as 
made . 
A permanent mount can be made for teaching use of 
microscope slides showing high counts of oinworrn ova by a 
rather simple method proposed by Rhuhe (1940) . The ce llophane 
square, after being examined in saline, is lifted out by 
forceps and inverted in a drop of 0 . 5 per cent phenolic 
clycerine jelly uoon a slide . A second drop of jelly is added 
to the upper surface of the cellop"lane sque-re and a coverglass 
is then inverted. upon it . lt'urther sealing of the preparation 
is made vJi t.h. model airplane glue . 
Folan ( 1939) gives specifications of the NIH anal s~:"ab 
and also a method of preparat ion and cleaning of the swab . 
1\ 
I 
-+------gLass roc( (4 m/U/>'Ylete'rs 1n 
-- C"tia.l'l'te.ter) 
perfora.\.ecl... 'ru..bbe r sTopper {=#oo 
sin9£.e hole sroppe-r-
~-------(abel 
test -t u.be(15 by 85 '7>1i(. (.,-meTers) 
'ru..~be.,.. ba"nd (rl.(.bher iu.bi>1 <J of 
3rn,a,-,11e T e Y bore 2 miLli'J't'JeTer-5 
w1de) ' 
cettoph.a Y\€ 5WClb (Z.'f) 'Y>'Iia. i)'?fe""te)"S 
square) 
In using the iiH swab Folan suggested that the cellophane 
tip be stroked ";i th an up rd motion over the perianal region 
and across the an 1 onening . Morning examination is preferred 
in order to pick up any ova de osited durin~ the night by 
gravid pinworms . 
Careful cleansing of the anal S1"l o and its housing is 
necessary to prevent any infectious taterial contaminating 
further anal swab examinations and thereby leading to faulty 
diagnosis . Ten per cent trisodium phosphate solution distorts 
the outer layer of the suell making it easily recogniz ble 
from untreated ova . In addition this cleaning solution m kes 
possible the cleaning of that part of the glass.rod in the 
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rubber stopper by loosening the stopper . 
The swabs and tubes immersed from 24 to 48 hours in two 
containers of three liter capacity . 
After the sodium phosuhate is ryoured off , the swabs are 
placed on a flat tray and autoclaved for 15 minutes under 15 
ounds of pressure . After cooling , the rubber band is removed 
by force~s and the swabs are placed under running water !or 
20 minutes . The cleaning of the housing is the same as t~at 
of the swab proper . After utoclaving, the test tubes are 
washed in liquid soap a."1d water, rinsed sever 1 times, nd 
allo ed to dr in off . 
There are several mo~ified anal swaos , the evolution of 
w.:.1ich can be traced back to the urototype , trre l IH . Gra_l-1am 
(1941) used a loop 
forceps 
-+-- Scot c: h c e (. l 'A. ( o s e t ape 
'-..&---' 
of Scotch cellulose tape of half inch vridth and 8 centimeters 
long , folded down for about a centimeter at each end, a~~esive 
surrace toBether, to form t o grips for handl ing . W~en using, 
the cellulose r1boon is neld in forceps in a loou , aill1esive 
surface out , and is patted do~n on the perian 1 skin . The 
adhesive surface picks up epithethial scales , fecal p rticles 
29 . 



modification of the Von Hofe swab was t~e type used in 
connection vli t :1. the original incidence work which \vas carried 
on in conjunction with this thesis . A later description vJill 
be given . 
Differing from the approved cello ' ane swabs the glass 
club as devised by Schuffner and Sljvell~n rebel (1943) does 
follow the general nrincip le of Derianal testing . The glass 
club consists of a glass tube 10 centimeters long with a 
ground spherical enlargement - 1 . 8 centimeters in diameter . 
It is wet and applied perianally , the egg suspension is 
transferred from the club to a slide by means of contact and 
examined immedia~ tely . 
4 . Comparison of the Efficiency of 
the Various Physical Diagnostic Techniques 
Fecal Examinations 
D1Antoni and Sawitz (1940) reported that direct fecal 
films detected less than 1 per cent of the true incidence of 
infection and concentration techniques , less than 25 per cent. 
Vright and Cram (1937) stated that fecal examinations detect 
1 in 7 actual cases of pinworm infestation . The ineffectualnes 
of fecal examinations in cases of enterobiasis is further noted 
by Craig and Faust (1937) who stated that pinworm ova are 
present in the feces in not over 5 per cent of infected persons . 
Serbinow and Schulmann (1927) pointed out the inadequacies of 
fecal examinations and recommended instead the examination of 
anal scraoings . 
The Cellophane Swabs 
Faust , Sa\vitz, Tobie, Peres and Linicicome (1939) 
examined 189 fecal specimens via fecal concentration tec~Lniques 
and found 16 to be positive for Enterobius . They further 
stated that the NIH s~rab detects more than five times as many 
33 . 
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anal scrapings. 
The Cellophane Swabs 
Faust , Sawitz, Tobie, Peres and Linicicome (1939) 
examined 189 fecal specimens via fecal concentratio::l tecnniques 
and found 16 to be positive for Enterobius . They further 
stated that the NIH swab detects more than five times as many 
cases as can be detected by tDe best of the fecal flotation 
met~ods , the zinc sulphate centrifugal method . 
Sotolongo and Goldberg (1941) comnared the results of the 
NIH svmb and fecal examinations . They presented 19 cases, 
aged ·5 months to 39 years of age, all infected with pinworms . 
Fe cal examinations disclosed 10 po si ti ve s 1/IThile the NIH swab 
showed the entire 19 cases to be positive . 
Sawitz, Odom and Lincicome (1939) examined 136 institution 
alized children using brine and zinc sulphate flotation methods 
and the NIH cellophane swab . The 131 children found to be 
positive using the three tec~iques served as the basis for 
testing the efficiency of these three techniques separately . 
The brine centrifugal flotation method s~owed the presence of 
18 positives out of the 131 examined (13 . 7 per cent) . lineteen 
additional stools were examined giving 4 oore positives . The 
zinc sulphate centrifugal flotation gave 23 positives , 14 were 
positive and 9 negative with the brine method. Sixteen addi-
tional stools were examined and 3 more positives were found . 
The anal swab resulte are summarized as follows: 
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The first S'tvab examination gave 94 positives (71 . 8 per cent) 
II second II II II 13 more positives (among the 37 
nee;atives remaining) 
The third swab examination gave 7 more positives (among the 24 
negatives remaining) 
The fourth swab examination gave 1 more positive (among the 17 
negatives remaining) 
The fifth swab examination ge.ve 6 more positives (among the 16 
negatives remaining) 
The sixth swab examination gave 4 more positives (among the 10 
negatives remaining) 
The seventh swab examination gave 1 more positive (among the 5 
negatives remaining) 
Of the 131 children examined 127 or 96 . 9 per cent were found 
to be positive by the 1, IH swab method . The aforementioned 
figures along with further work on the diagnosis of Enterobius 
vermicularis by Schmidt in 1914, Skrajabin in 1925 and many 
other investigators shows that perianal testing is vastly 
superior to fecal flotation and concentration techniques . It 
has been shown that the NIH swab method yields its best result 
when repeated swab examinations up to seven times are oerforme 
Beyond this number of examinations the number of ne~atives 
remains constant and no further positives are disclosed . 
D1Antoni and Sawitz (1940) report that using 7 successive 
NIH swabs more then 99 per cent of the positive cases examined 
are detected . 
A com arison between the two commonest t oes of anal 
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swabs, the Graham and the T\UH swab, is avf1ilable from two 
investic;ators . Kuitunen-E!~baum (1942) reoorts that under 
clinical testing the NIH anal swab proved superior to the 
Graham s1vab for general use . The reasons he sets forth are 
(1), the NIH swab is firmer and (2), it picks up more eg[ s . 
I1ia zzotti ( 1942) argues for the superiority of the Gra."lam 
over Hall 1 s l'!IH s\"leb because of the simplic.i ty of materials 
required and a greater accuracy in determination of actual 
infections . 
Vli th my limited experience in the use of the Graham and 
the NIH swab, I agree 11ith Kuitunen-Ekbaum thet the Graham swab 
is not firm enough for efficient and safe handling. However, 
I agree 1rvith Nazzotti that the Graham sw..-b requires far simpler 
materials and procedures . It should be pointed out that b oth 
swabs are being used with a slight edge in popularity going to 
the Hsll NIH swab . 
Schuffner and Swellengrebel (1943) believe their glass 
club technique to be superior to t he American JIH method, 
because of the larger number of ova pic~ed up and seen and also 
the fact that an examination of a slide takes one-tnird as 
long as the examination of a cellophane swab slide . 
5 . Problems Encountered in the Diagnosis of Pinworm Infections 
Artifacts fhich, according to Reardon (1938), greatly 
simulate the ova of Enterobius, are frequently seen in the ob-
servation of NIH or other celloph ne swabs . These artifacts 
are not super:'icial, but are imoedded in the cellophane and 
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therefore cannot be tislodged by surface scratc~ing . ~he 
artifacts are generally of a definite hyaline outline, usually 
ovoid , sometimes rounded, cont&ining a dark amorphous mass . 
T~e resemblance, however, is only superficial . With slight 
experience they are easily differentiated. and cause no further 
difficulty in identification . Among variable factors in 
diagnosis Cram (1J39) mentioned the time of day at which pin-
worm mi ration takes place, tne time the swab is made, tne 
dif!'erence s in exact location of' ova by t r .. e pinworms, 
irregulari tJ of vmrm migrations which may lead to the failure 
in picking up ova and classifying a large number of 11 infectees 11 
as negative . To this might be added the human inaccurac~es 
which may creep into the work , such as faulty handling of the 
swab, hasty examination of a slide (important in cases vrhere 
only a few ova are picked up) and man.r other human failings 
wnich only add to the possibility of erroneous diagnosis . 
B. Serolo~ical Methods of Diagnosis 
Cienzynski ( 1928) exoerimented to determine whether 
cutaneous reactions are specific to Ascaris lumbricoices , 
Ascaris~ (Goeze), Tric~uris tric~ura and Enterobius 
vermicularis . In order to discover snecificity for enterobiasi , 
Cie .. lzvnski prepared ti...ro extracts ( l) physiological salt 
solution of Enterobius ana (2) alco~olic extract of Enterobius . 
Cienzynski injected t hese two exwracts ( . lee doses) of 
:::nterobius into six children . These six children were infected 
witl1 Enterobius anc-:. Ascaris . Two of the children vrere like't·tise 
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over sulphuric acid , grinding them into a dry powde~ , ext~a~tin 
the powder ··Ji th ether , and further extracting using p~'lysiolog­
ical saline or buffered saline solution . Dermal tests were 
made using a dilution of 1 : 100 , and intra dermal teste vrit_ 
antigen dilutions of 1 : 500, 1 : 1000, 1 : 2000 , 1 : 5000 , l : SOOO and 
1 : 10 , 000 . Of 140 persons tested, 90 were found infected ith 
pinworms, and 29 .laving helminth infections ot_:.er than 
Enterobius were used as controls . A i'rheal formation 5 milli-
meters or more in diameter, with or without . seudopodia , t;ith 
a negative control l•rneal , was considered to be a positive 
re2ction for this pinworm antigen test . Of t~e 90 known cases 
of e11terobiesis, 37 Here shown to be positive for the dermal 
(1 : 100) test , 5 positive for the intradermal test using the 
1 : 500 dilu~ion , 2 positive for the 1 : 1000 antigen dilution , 1 
to be positive with the 1 : 5000 antigen dilution . Eight 
negatives individuals of the dermal test were not intradermaly 
tested . Four pin\orm cases were negative to both tests . Tne 
data presented shows the marked specificity of the dermal test 
and the unreliability of intradermal tests using antigen 
dilutions of l : bOOO or more . Frequently these 1 : 5000 antigen 
dilutions establis:1ed positiveness in ir1dividuals infected 
wi ti.1. one or more epecies of worms, out not pinwor~s . 
---------· 
----------
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IV . 
In previous discussions of t~e incidence and distribution 
of Ente~obius vermicul~ris, it was noted that thie ~elminth is 
found over t~e entire world .mong all rRces of men and knowing 
no national or ~eograpnic barriers . However , this study is 
restricted. to the or'th American continent, \oJ"hich he s been 
inve sti~ater as to incide.1ce much more t.noroughly than any 
other land ~css . For purposes of convenience , the continent 
has been subdivided into five particular areas - Central 
America, t'lest Indies , Canada , Alnska and the Aleutian Islands , 
and the United States . 
A Central American and Mexico 
Sandgrouncl ( 1933 ) has published i..lle only incidence report 
available on infections with pinworms in Yucatan , Central 
Awerica . He noted that all persons w.b..o toJ"ere given antb.elJ:entic 
medications had pinworms present in the passed stools . For 
this reason Enterobi us is believed to be universally present 
in the people oi this area , probebly because of the low 
hy~ienic levels encountered in the populace . 
In Mexico ,.;e '_ave more recent data concerning pL11rorrn 
infe ste.tion . If vie are to judge from the few scattered report 
pirworms run as high as those 
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encou tered by Sa~dground in Yucatan . 
Osorio , Teresa and Mazzetti ( 19Ll_Q) examin.ed children of 
t~ree institutions in Mexico City with a single NIH swab Dnd 
found that of the 684 children tested 51 . 6 per cent were 
infected 1vi th pinv10rms . Quite a contradictory report is noted 
frorn Gali1dez and Hagd.aleno (1944) who reported 2 per ce.,t of 
600 prtients studied to be positive for Enterocius . The 
dia nostic met.od employed was stool ex~~in0tion, whic:, as 
.as bee. ~entio ed earlier , reveals only small fraction of 
the actual number of i nfectees . 
-azzotti and Quin-canar (1 4.3) exami;erl 1 , 551 children in 
.exico City, 2-13 yec rs of ~r,c . The first e. ami at ion s'1ovieCL 
41 . 8 ~er cent positive . They carried on repeated examinations 
of one roup of 100 cnildren "tvhich indicated that the infectio 
rate mignt .9ppr 8Ch 95 .t"'er cent . T.:e met "lOd employe a. '" s the 
Graham scotch ta)e technique, W'1ich t~ ey found to disclose a 
.reater number of tne infected cases tnan did the IH sw b . 
Quintanar (1943) made examinations for ~nterobius 
ver.icularis ova on the external genitilia of 109 institution-
ali 7.:ed irls in -r. exico City . Tl,e Graham technique 1-.ras used 
and 63 . 3 per cent of the girls were found to oe infected . 
B. 'JI!e st Indie s 
From the West Indies , the incidence reports are even 
sketchier t.:an tnose repor ted from the Ce •. tral American area . 
Two reports are available; one from Puerto Rico the othe r 
t"' _ _.:,_ . 
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Havana, Cuba . 
F&ust , Hof~man , Jones fu~d J aner (193 ~ ) in ~ survey of 
intestinal parasites in endemic sc~istosomiasis areas of Puert 
Rico , found in a single fecal examination of 1 , 003 persons in 
Trujillo Alto and environs 0 . 4 per ce nt to be infecte d with 
Enterobius vermicularis . 
Sotolon~o and Goldberger (1941) em )loyed endosconic 
examination metnods carried out in 109 hospitalized cases in 
Havana . Enterobius was reported in 19 ca ses (17.4 per cent) . 
C. Canada 
All of the published pinworm incidence renorts from 
Canada \'<'ere made in Toronto by Kui tunen-Ekbaum . In 1940 , 843 
children were examined by use of t he NIH swab and 48 per cent 
were found to be infected with pinworms. An average of only 
2 . 6 swabs was made per c~\ld, indicating a probably incidence 
of 1-.re 11 over 50 per cent . Three years later ( 1943) 300 
c~ildren and 56 adul~s were examined for enterobiasis . Sixty 
'1er cent of the children and 52 pe r cent of the aclults Here 
infected with pinworms . 
D. Alaska and the Aleutian Area 
Ashburn (1941) furnished us ~ith the only information 
available as to the incidence of enterobiasis in the Alaska-
Aleutian area , a series of 2 , 317 surgically removed appenu. ice s 
taken in United States government hospitals t hroughout the 
country and territories \vas ma.de . The highest rate of 
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appendiceal enterobiasis was noted among the eskimos of tne 
far torth-23.91 per cent. This would seem to indicate that 
pinworm infection rates in the Arctic re[ions to be at least 
as high as those found else\here on the continent and also 
serves to indicate that enterobiasis is definitely not con-
fined to tropical, semi-tropical or temperate regions . 
E. United States 
The United States has the most complete picture on 
incidence of enterobiasis of any other !orth Arrerican country . 
But even this is far from complete since no reports are 
available from the Pacific coast and South-\•lestern areas of 
the country . 
I1auss ( 1945) studied a series of 315 school and preschool 
c~ildren from Rapid City , South Dakota wno were ex&~ined by 
use of the Jacob 1 s Sli'Iab . A single ex mination -vras performed 
and 124. children ;..rere found to be positive for pim'lorm ova . 
Neadlee has been resuonsible for the tabulation of 
incidence throughout the state of Indiana and Illinois. In 
1935, 282 persons at the State B:ospital at Kankakee, Illinois , 
were examined by studying anal scranings microscopically, and 
62 or 22 ner cent were ositive for Enterobius vermicularis . 
Headlee (1942) using smear and centrifuge tec.l"lni ues found 
the following : 
-----------=~-
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TABL~ II 
Headlee ' s Survey on the Incidence of Enterobius in Indiana 
Number of persons 
examined 
Place samples were 
taken from 
Percentage inci-
dence of 
Enterobiasis 
1,200----------Logansport State Bospita1-------1.6 
771----------Evansvil1e State Hospital-------~ . 4 
12---------'-Terre Haute--------------- - -----0 . 0 
87----------Montgomery County---------------0 . 0 
98----------Warrick & Pike Counties---------4 . 1 
63----------(Not given)---------------------1 . 6 
147----------Purdue Students-----------------0 . 0 
319----------Indiana University Medical------6 . 9 
Center Hospital 
Total2, 697 
percentage 
avg . of in-
cidence 2 . 7 
(Hethod utilizing -oerianal scrapings shm•Ied : ) 
80 •\ ----Riley Hospital 13 . 75 
There is no douot that if repeatea anal swabs, either NIH or 
Graham, were made the incidence would have been much greater . 
If tnis nad been done, the state-wide samplings would have 
greater meaning . 
Faust (1936) examined 4,270 ambulBtory, white clinic 
patients of New Orleans . Stool examination via salt concen-
trations was used and 2 . 4 per cent were found to be infected 
with Enterobius . Two-thirds of the diagnoses were based on 
the presence of worms in the passed stools. In autopsy 
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examinations of accident cases, Faust (1941) found Enterobius 
in one case out of the 202 examined. 
Sawitz (1939), employing the far more efficient NIH swab 
tecnnique, nas given the following incidence renort from a 
New Orleans 1 orphanage, in which 96 . 9 per cent of 131 insti-
tutionalized c1ildren examined were found to be positive for 
pinworms . Up to 7 swabs were given before a nstien t 1"las 
admitted to be negative . A year later (1940) S·a:~;vitz, in a 
study of 491 institutionalized children examined by use of the 
NIH swab, observed an incidence of 74 . 3 per cent . 
Smitn, Gill and McAlpine (1939) examined 537 white , 
institutionalized individuals in a survey of intestinal 
parasites in Alabama and found 65 . 15 per cent to be i1l.fected 
with pinworms . 
In an extensive survey of fity-six countries in Florida, 
LeatDers, Keller and McP~aul (1939) examined 29,064 fecal 
specimens. Of these 11 or 0 . 04 per cent indicated the presencE 
of Enterobius vermicularis . This report once more demonstrate 
the inadequacies of fecal examination in testing for the 
presence of pinworms . 
Keller, Leatners and Knox (1938) in a state-wide survey 
of 37 ,346 ~ersons in the state of Georgia, diagnosis being 
based on stool examinations , found 0 . 7 per cent infected with 
pinworms . Byrd (1936) collected. fecal samples from 257 collee; 
freshmen; the stools being preserved in formalin . =nterobius 
vermicularis was accounted for in only 1 case (0 . 38 per cent) . 
ByrQ (1936) in single fecal examinations on 537 individuals 
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on ~De relief rolls in the city of Athens , Georgia, found 
0 . 186 per cent positive for Enterobius vermicularis . Reardon 
(1941) in an examination of 160 females of a Georgia state 
institution by use of the NIH swab found 53 uer cent to be 
harboring pinworms . 
Tennessee incidence reports of Enterobius vermicularis 
were all made on the basis of single fecal specimens and 
therefore are far from accurate . Rickard and Kerr (lg26) 
reported 0 . 8 per cent of 1 , 491 individuals positive for pin-
worms . Canning ( 1933) in a sanitary survey of the Knox county 
Industrial School in Tennessee repor t ed Enterobius vermiculari 
to be present among the inmates , but without giving any 
incidence figures . 
Burrows (1943 ) reports tnat of 1 , 383 ryatients of the 
South Carolina State Hos~ital 4 . 73 per cent were infected with 
pln,.,Iorms . Diagnosis was based on a single NIH swab . Un-
douotedly multiple swabs "'JOuld have given a much higher 
incidence . 
Brown, S.~1eldon and Thurston ( 1940) employing a single 
!IH swab on several groups of persons found tne following : 
46 . 
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TABLE III 
Brmm, Sheldon and Thurston 1 s Survey 
on the Incidence of Enterobius in North Carolina 
Number and character Place t~ere swabs Percents of 
of group were made incidence 
132 underpri viledged--- Charlotte , r-o . Carolina--------32. 8 
1>1hi te boys 
67 white hospital-----No . Carolina State------------- '7 .4 
patie ts Hospital 
33 neero hospital-----No . Carolina State------------- 0 . 0 
patients Hospital 
118 male students------University of North------------ 0 . 0 
Carolina 
350 Total 
average 
incidence 
rate 13.7 
The District of Columbia presents the most complete and 
thorough incidence work on Enterobius vermicularis of any 
other comparable size and population . 
Bozicevich (1937) employing a single swab found 31 per 
cent of 230 boys in Washington , D.C . positive for pinworms . 
In 1938, Bozicevich and Brady in a study of 504 white boys in 
a boy ' s camp in the District of Columbia between the ages of 
6 and 19 years of age found 57 . 3 per cent harboring pinworms . 
Jones (1941) in necropsy examination of 72 children at 
Washington , D. C. found 21 or 29 . 2 per cent infected with pin-
worms . Jacobs ( 1942) using a nev-r scotch tane technique 
examined 228 children and found_ 31.3 per cent positive for 
pimvorm ova. Sisk ( 1943) employing a modified cellophane swab 
examined 62 children at the Mountain Orphanage and, after 
making two swabs, found 24 or 38 per cent infected vii th pin-
worms. 
Cram and Folan (1939) examined 600 boys from 31 states, 
District of Columbia, and Puerto Ri co recently arrived in 
Washington , D. C. It was shown that 4 NIH swabs doubled the 
efficiency of the diagnosis and that the Willis salt concentra-
tion method vl"as 1/17 as effective as the NIH swab . The rate 
of infestation with pinworms was 12 per cent . Cram and Reardon 
( 1939), examining 2, 097 persons by up to 4 NIH svrabs, found 
861 or 41 per cent infected with pimwrms . 
Cram and Jones (1937), employing princiually the NIH m-.rab , 
studied 1,272 persons in Washington , D.C. One-half of the 
individuals ( 628) belonged to t~e general population . Of 
these 35 . 4 per cent were infected with pim-vorms . Of the 
remaining one - half belonging to an institutionalized group 
( 644) 400 v1ere examined at one time showing an incidence of 
1. 5 per cent; of the remaining 244, 217 shmved an incidance of 
? . 8 per cent . The 27 girls examined. showed no infection with 
pinworms . Cram and Nolan (1939) in examination of children in 
a private nursery school over an 18 month period found 58 
(55 per cent) of the 106 children examined via _IH swab to be 
positive for pinworms . 
Tansinsin (1930) in examination of 155 Pennsylvanian 
\.1 . 9 per cent) .to· be infected '-vi th Enter___Q_Q_ius 
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vermicularis . 
Weller and Sorenson {1941) examined 505 children between 
t ne ages of 2 to 12 by the use of the NIH swab method . The 
children were of t-vro separate groups, the first being ward 
patients (118), and the remaining group medical outpatients 
(387) . The svJabs were taken between 9 :00A.M. and 5:00 P . H. 
Of 415 children examined by a single NIH swab , 74 or 18 per 
cent were found positive . In the selected group of 90 children 
two swabs were made and 23 or 21 per cent were found positive. 
Of the 118 ward patient s, 25 or 21 per cent were positive ; of 
t~e 387 outpatients, 72 or 18 . 6 per cent were positive . Among 
the 505 ch ildren examined 97 (19 per cent) were found positive 
for pinworm ova. Two reasons for the low incidence encountered 
in examination are , first , in most instances diagnosis was 
based on a single swab and , second , the times the examinations 
were made indicate that often they were made after the child 
had defecated thereby lessening the number of ova present in 
the perianal regions . 
F . Summary on Incideuce of Infection iJi th 
Enterobius vermiculari s in North America 
I - North America 
A - Central America 
1 . Yucatan - according to Sandground (1933) populace 
universally infected with Enterobius 
2 . Mexico - Osorio, Teresa and Mazzotti ( 1940) 
684 examined-- 353 positive(51 . 6 per cent 
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Hazzotti and Quintanar (1943) 
1551 examined--------1480 positive (95 per cent) 
Quintanar (1943) 
109 examined-------- 69 positive (63 per cent) 
Totals 2344 examined--------1902 positive (81 . 2 per cent) 
B-ltlest Indies 
1 . Puerto Hico - insufficient accurate data from which \'le can 
draw any sort of conclusion as to incidence 
2. Cuba - Sontolongo and Goldberger (1941) 
109 examined----19 positive (17 . 4 per cent) 
Although evidence is lacking we can presume that the 
populace of the West Indies are at least moderately infected 
with Enterobius vermicularis . 
C-Canada 
1 . Toronto - Kuitunen-Ekbaum (1940) 
843 examined----405 positive (48 per cent) 
Kuitunen-Ekbaum (1943) 
356 examined----209 ositive 
Totals 1199 examined----614 positive 
D-Alaska and A1uetians 
cent 
cent 
According to Ashburn (1941) the highest rates of a;>pendiceal 
enterobiasis occurs among the natives of this region so we may 
expect incidence rate to be high . 
E, United States 
1 . Mid- 'Vlest 
a . South Dakota - Mauss ( 1945) - Single swab . 
315 examined - 124 positive (39 . 4 per cent) 
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b . Illinois - Headlee (1935) - perianal scrapings 
282 examined- 62 positive (22 per cent) 
c . Indiana - Headlee (1942) 
80 examined- 11 positive (13 . 75 per cent) 
2 . South-Eastern Area 
a . Louisiana - Sawitz (1939) 
131 examined- 127 positive (96 . 9 per cent) 
Sawitz, D1Antoni , Rhude and Lob (1940) 
491 examined - 365 positive (74 . 3 per cent) 
b . Alabama - Smith , Gill and McAlpine (1939) 
63 7 e xaJT1ine d - 415 positive (65 . 15 per cent) 
c . Georgia - Reardon (1941) 
160 examined - 85 positive (53 ~er cent) 
d . South Carolina - Burro1r1s ( 1943 ) 
1 , 383 examined - 66 positive ( 4 . 73 per cent) 
e . North Carolina - Brown , Sheldon and Thurston 
350 examined - 48 positive (13 . 7 per cent) 
3 . District of Columbia 
Bozicevich (1937) 
230 examined- 72 positive (31 per cent) 
Bozicevich and Brady (1938) 
504. examined - 290 positive (57 . 3 per cent) 
Jones (1941) 
72 examined - 21 positive (29 . 2 per cent) 
Jacobs (1942) 
228 examined - 72 positive (31.3 per cent ) 
(1940) 
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Sisk ( 1943) 
62 examined - 24 positive (38 per cent) 
Cra~ and Foland (1939) 
600 examined - 72 positive (12 per cent ) 
Cram and Reardon (1939) 
2,097 examined - 861 positive (41 per cent) 
Cram and Jones (1937) 
1 , 272 examined - 245 positive (19 . 3 per cent) 
Cram ( 1941) 
1 , 525 examined- 859 positive (56 . 3 per cent) 
Cram and Nolan (1939) 
106 examined - 58 positive (55 per cent) 
4. North- Eastern Area 
a . Massachusetts - Weller and Sorenson (1941) 
505 examined- 97 positive (19 per cent) 
Totals 11 , 030 examined- 3 , 974 positive (36 per cent) 
T2ese figures are close to the probable incidence of 
Enterobius among the people of the Mid-Western and Eastern part 
of the United States . Since no data is present from t~ e 
Western part of the nation, it might be a little preseumptuous 
to attempt a generalization of t ne incidence of Enterobius 
vermicularis in the United States . Yet it is probably true 
t~at it is the most common helminth infection in the United 
States, infecting people of all ages , races and socio-economic 
levels to a 6re a ter or lesser extent . 
Epid.emioloc:;y of Enterobius is an extremelly important 
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factor in a consideration of procedure s to be follovred in any 
course of treatment, and therefore should rightly be considered 
previous to a discussion of treatme nts of enterobiasis. 11any 
incidence reports frequently contain data on age, sex and race , 
vr:'1ic1. are sumt!larized belov.r . 
Our knOivledge of Enterobius sv.p:?orts t_1e view t _at very 
few infants under a year old are ever infected . Lazzotti and 
Quintanar (1943) found that of 500 cnildren under the age of 
three years , 12 or 2 . 4 per cent "iiTere infected "'ilith pinvmrms, 
t_1e youngest 11 infectee" being 7 months old. Kui tunen-Ekbaum 
(1943) founi one c~ild under 1 year of age positive for ~in-
worms out of 300 children examined . 
For the sake of convenience , the age groups after infcncy 
Bre classified under t~1.ree l1eadings : pre scnool c:_ildren , 
(1-5 years of ace) , school c~ildren (6-18 years of a .e), and 
adults . It can genera.lly be said that t''"lere is a rapid rise in 
incidence as one ·oe s fPom the pre- school c'1.ildren to the schoo 
children level. 
'~' BLE IV 
Incide~ce of Enterobius in Pre-School 
Cnildre_l and Scnool Child.ren 
Cram end Re2rdon (1939) pre-school c-ildren-----35 per cent 
school children---------51 per cent 
Cram and ~olan (1939) 2-3 years of age----------43 per cent 
4-5 years of age----------64 ~er cent 
'.feller and Sorenson (1941 ) 2-4 years of a.;e-----13 per cent 
5-9 years of Bge-----29 per ce t 
According to Kuitunen-Ekbaum (1943) tlle 6 to 11 years ol_ 
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period has the hi-hest incidence . 
Sawitz, D 1 An~o1 i , R~ude and Lob (1940) maintain that the 
age and incic.ence curve may be explained by meBns of direct 
contact . The up rade in t.!'le 1 to 6 Je··r group can be shm..rn to 
oe due to prograssivel:r greater contact Hi th otl1er chLLdren . 
From six years , contact is closer , the cnildren do not 1>1ash as 
efficiently as in the older groups and the incidence runs t~e 
hi~hest . The boys reach the ~ersonal cleanliness level at 
about the age of 15 and there~fter incidence rates are on the 
down rade . 
At adult~ood , according to Cram and Reardon (1939), the 
incidence is about 22 per cent . Generally t1e older tne age 
group the lower the incidence rates of pinworm infections . 
Mazzetti and Quintanar (1943) found that adults over the a_e 
of 60 to have an incidence rate of 5 per cent . The ol~est 
person Mazzetti and Quintanar found to be infected Hith pin-
l,vorms was 101 years of ae;e . 
A general age and incidence curve , according to the above 
information , would look something like this : 
r::;L 
v ...: . 
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aas been rr:entioned befo"'e , )oys re~cn. t'1is :;erson?l cleanliness 
level later &t about 15 ye rs of age . 
Per c e'l'\1: -- ... 
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TABLE V 
Incidence and Sex C~art 
BOYS 
!io. Exam . No .+ cr~ I ·a jo D.Cl e .11 Ce 
Mauss (1945)----------163------------59------------------36.2 
Brown (1941)----------132------------43------------------32.8 
Sawitz, 
D'Antoni (1940)-------341-----------303------------------88 . 8 
Rhude , 
and 
Lob 
Bozicevich (1938)-----504-----------290------------------57.3 
Cram & Folan (1939)---600----------- 72------------------12.0 
Crao & Nolan (1939)-- 69----------- 41------------------59 . 0 
Total No . of boys---1 , 809-----------808------------------44.1 
GIRLS 
Ho. Exam . No . -t- % Incice nre 
Mauss (1945)-----------153-----------65------------------42.3 
Sawi tz, 
D' Antoni (1940)--------150-----------63------------------42.0 
&'lude , 
and 
Lob 
Cram and Nola.n ( 1939) -- 40-----------19------------------48 . o 
Total No . of gir1s-----343----------147------------------42.8 
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There occurs a very marked difference in incidence between 
races . The negro ro ce has a much lovrer incide"lce than the 
u~i te race. Due to some unknorm and curious physiological 
factor , the negro , dispite his frequently lmv economic end 
hygienic level, is less frequently parasitized by Enterobius 
t~an his white bretneren . 
As mentioned previously , Burrows (1943) failed to find a 
single case in 343 negro females examined . Brown (1940), while 
making a survey of intestinal nematodes in a hospitalized 
group , found 7 . 4 per cent of the 67 white patients positive for 
pinworms while not a single case could be found among 33 negro 
patients . 
Sawitz , D' Antoni , Rhude and Lob (1940) found 302 (82 . 7 
per cent) of 365 white children positive for pinworm ova, while 
of the 126 colored children examined 64 (50.6 per cent) were 
infected with pinworms . 
Crerr. and Folan (1939) found that differences in incidence 
between negro and white were less pronounced in school 
cil.ildren t nan in pre - school cr1ildren and t hat an increase in 
the size of the sample showed the substantial difference in 
incidence rates between tne white and negro race . 
TABLE VI 
vlHITE NEGRO 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Examined Infected Examined Infected 
476 41 . 2 90 21 . 1 
2,582 41 . 9 789 15 . 5 
2 895 41 . 5 1 099 12. 9 
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Institutionalized individuals are more frequently parasit-
ized by Enterobius vermicularis than are non-institutionalized 
persons . The chief reason for this seems to be the close 
pro.;rimi ty of a large number of confined persons v-mich makes the 
presence of only a few persons harboring the parasite the 
starting point for an infection i•Thich will soon be acquired by 
the majority of the inmates . 
Chandler (1944) states that general incidence seems to 
run between 33 to 50 per cent in children rising to 65 to 75 
per cent in institutions . 
Both Burrows (1943) and Headlee (1935) found tbat 
mentally deteriorated p tients were generally more heavily 
infected than other types of institutionalized persons . 
People of high socio-economic standin ·s and superior 
hygienic levels are far from immune to enterobiasis . While 
low hygienic standards certainly are breeding places of pin-
worm infection, excellent hygienic facilities and high sanitary 
levels offer no insurance against its arrival in a household . 
Cram and 1olan ( 1939) in examination of a well equipped, 'l.lhi te 
nursery over a period of eighteen months , found 55 per cent of 
the children, all from families of a high socio-economic level , 
positive for pinworm ova . The nature of pinworm infection is 
such that it is very easily acquired , once established quickly 
spread, and once spread difficult to eradicate . 
T~e key to success in a particular course of treatment of 
infection with Enterobius vermicularis rests upon an important 
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concept, na ely , that infections with pinworms are not 
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isolated cases to be treated as such, but groun and, more 
frequently, family situations . Kuitunen- Ekbaum (1943) found 
that of 34 families , examined by tne use of the NIH swab , 
comprising 139 individuals , e.ll or most of the members of 29 
were infected , and in 26 of the families all the children were 
infected. 
Cram ( 1941) in her classic approach to the problem of the 
familial nature of pinworm infections , set forth a study of 
320 family series . Of this number , 286 w·ere wnite and the 
remaining 34 families negro . A total of 5 , 539 swabs were made , 
3 . 7 sv.Iabs being the average for a white person and 3 . 5 s~>rabs fo 
a colored person . This , of course , is an insufficient number 
of NIH sl-rabs to dete ct all cases of tne infection, but 
sufficient to indicate familial nature of pinworm infections 
and to indicate again the higher incidence of pim..rorm infection 
among members of the white race than in members of the negro 
race . 
In the 286 white families , 1 , 353 indiviCLuals were 
examined, and of 860 children , 618 (72 per cent) were positive . 
Of 493 adults examined, 179 (36 per cent) were infected with 
pimvorms . The incidence in white children was twice that of 
the adult ~vhi te s . In white f ami lies , multiple cases occurred 
t~~ee times more frequently than did the single case fa~ilies. 
In the 34 negro families, 172 persons were examined . Of 
114 children 58 or (51 per cent) were infected while of the 58 
adults examined only 4 or (7 per cent) were positive for pin-
worms . The number of sin le case ne ro families sl1 
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exceeded the number of multiple case familes . 
The white multiple case families averaged 3 . 4 infected 
persons . Of tne 67 single case families , 63 were represented 
by a single c~ild , the other four being adults . I n one-half of 
the lihite families examined , all of the children were infected. 
It is evident from these data that if one member of a 
family is found positive for pinworms there is a strong likeli-
hood tnat other members may be infected, that most or all of 
the children may be infected, and that one or both of the 
parents may be infected . 
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TREATMEHT OF ENTEROBIUS VER.MICULARIS 
A. Pathology 
1 . Symptoms Frequently Encountered in Cases of Enterobiasis 
The pathology connected with infections of Enterobius 
vermicularis is not of a serious nature . The symptoms very 
often seems to be the common complaints encountered in ch ildren 
whetner tney are infected or not . 
Craig and Faust (1937) stated t hat young male and female 
worms may cause local irritations "torhere they reside , and in 
sensative ? eople t neir byproducts may be absorbed producing 
c ... 1aracteristic helminth toxemia . 
The most common symptom of pinworm infections is the 
fBmiliar pruritis ani or anal itch . MacArthur (1930) reported 
that the first and the most important cause of nocturnal 
pruritis ani is t ne presence of Enterobius . 
Miller and Einnorn (1944) listed a few of t he symptoms 
associated with enterobiasis such as pruritis , vaginal 
irri~ations, local secondary infections, wakefullness at night, 
pain on urination, noctiuria and enuresis . Many of the nervous 
reactions frequently coupled with pinworm infections were 
no t ed- anorexia , irritability , lethargy , nail biting, thumb 
sucking , gratting of teeth, headaches , tics and so forth . 
Gastro-intestinal symptoms including abdominal pain , diarrhea, 
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nausea probably arising as a result of irritations of the 
intestinal mucosa were noticed . 
\"fright and Bozicevich ( 1938) on page 615 detailed an 
additional list of symptoms encountered in cases of pinworm 
infections ~ 
11 Gastro-intestinal symptoms , including nausea and 
vomiting , Dartial anorexia, depraved appetite , some cases 
of appendicitis , cases of a low grade colitis and 
proctitis, and abdominal pain of undetermined origin, 
particularly post prandial pain which frequently clears 
up following successful treatment for the removal of pin-
worms . The migration of the gravid female worms results 
frequently in anal irritation as evidenced by pruritis , 
pain and a tickling sensation, dermal irritation and skin 
lesions in the perianal region . 11 
11 Genito-urinary symptoms include nocturnal and diurnal 
enuresis, masturbation, and leukorrhea and vulvo-vaginitis due 
to the migration of female worms into the female genital 
organs . 11 
Reaction to the migrations of the adult female pimwrms 
vary . Wright and Bozicevich (1938 ) related that Goebel (1922) 
believed that the degree of reaction to the presence of pinworm 
generally, and particularly to the migration of gravid females, 
is more often a measurement of and is correlated to the nervous 
temperment of the individual . The more nervous individuals 
exhibit marked reaction while the more stolid individuals show 
less reaction and complain of no discomfort . 
Using a rectal speculum, Sontolongo and Goldberg (1941) 
discovered that decided changes in the rectum took place in 
cases of enterobiasis . The rectal speculum showed a swollen 
hyperemic mucosa with slight bleeding points in the anal canal 
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and internal sphincter areas . The mucosa was seen to be 
swollen and its vessels engorged with glazing mucous patches 
in evidence . In cases of long periods of infection , chronic 
proctitis was seen from the internal sphincter all the '~;Jay up 
to the Houston valve; the mucosa in this area being uneven 
having alternating dense and thin areas . Granulations of 
various sizes were also seen in this area . They state that 
generally infestations with Enterobius are those of a proctitis 
hemorrhagica or hyperemica . 
Brady and Wright (1939) in a symptomatology study of two 
hundred patients infected with pinworms present a slightly 
different view of enterobiasis and associated symptoms . They 
agreed with the previous writers that pinworm infections may 
be the cause of gastro-intestinal symptoms in some people , but 
denied the existance of any relationship between appendicitis 
or abdominal pain and enterobiasis . They maintained that 
symptoms of 11orm migrations varied between mild tickling and 
extreme pain . Pruritis which occured frequently in the cases 
under observation was believed to be caused by allergic 
reactions . Enuresis was found as frequently among infected 
persons as in non-infected ones . Pinworms entering the vulva 
of the female frequently brought vaginal mucoid discharges in 
infected cases. Fourteen of 45 pinworm infected girls were 
shovm by a single vulval swab at the introitus to have pinworm 
ova at that particular site . They likewise found t~at 11 bitir:.g 
of nails , sucking of a thumb , nicking at a nose and grating of 
teeth 't·Jere not found more frequently in infected persons than 
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in control groups ." I nability and difficulty in sleeping -v;as 
observed. Various behavior characteristics such as lack of 
cooperatio , inattentio.1 , a feeling of inferiority and shame 
1.·.ras nvted oy Brady a1 d •fright ( H139) as frequer1tly ... ccomp ninE 
-in·orm infections . 
Jacobs ( 1942) in an examination of ~28 children discovered 
of the positive patients , 4.1. 3 per cent had abdo inal pai!1s , 
49 L1. per cent were !':ervous , ~-1 . 4 per cent were underwei._ .• t , 
38 . per cent were poor elee~ers , 38 6 per cent r-ad anorexia , 
21 . 3 pe!" cent -oruritis an: , and 17 . 3 er cent enuresis . 
11 summary of t_e comMon complci . v ~ suffered by tnose 
i~fecte~ by pi.:Ior-s , it is safe to say that t~ey are diverse 
end of SUCi' ~ :i.de scot-'e as to demond t11e interest a .d 'tte11tio. 
of t1e mo .e1 , clinician , or pe~iatrician . 
Frequently in consic1ering helminth infections of mar. atten 
tion is iven to dtsturb~nces in bloo counts and che~~stry . 
Flotnikov and Zerc:1.aninov ( 1929, noted. t .. a.t infec"':iions ·pith pin 
orms ca~sed but sli~ht cnanges in bloo counts , IDfu~Y times 
being ch racterized by low monocyte c ou. ts , and inconstant 
eosinophil a , '·l~.ile no effect was seen in eryt. rocytic , 
byn~hocytic , neutrophilic and on t he t otal leucocytic count . 
Gruber (1930 ) substantiated t~is finding when reporting that 
vermicularis caused the smallest leucocyte c an e i~ 
man of the helminth species observed . Brady and fright ( 1939) 
report a slight eosinopili but no anemias tith Enterobius . 
Tuckw:ller (1940 ) believes anemia may be a s•mptom of pim orm 
infestation , and \~i ht and Bozicivich ( 1938 ) associate 
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sli ht anemias and e sinophilia vii th pinworm infections . Erady 
and \'lric;ht ( 1939) confirmed other finding s by noting hemoglobin 
levels in 200 patients infected with Enterobius . Infections 
IIT i th pinworms are t!lerefore held to have little if any effect 
upon either blood chemistry or blood cell counts . 
2 . Pinworms and Appendicitis 
T e role of pinworms in the etiology of appendicitis has 
~ad a long and interesting _istory . Fabricius (l634) first 
described the presence of Oxyuris vermicular is wi t~in the lumen 
of the ~~endix . During t~e 19t~ century, many investigators 
noted in autopsies and necropsies that in cases of pinrorm 
inf ections many times the favorite site of these worms was the 
appendix . In a series of 200 necropsies , Still (1899) 
discovered 38 cases (19 per cent) of enterobiasis . Of t hese 
38 cases no fewer than 25 (65 . 8 per cent) had pinworms located 
in the appendix. In one case , 111 lnrorms were found in the 
appendix, many of them immature . Iearly a half century later 
Jones (1941) confirmed tae frequency of appendiceal entero-
biasis in children by finding 21 out of 72 post mortem exam-
inations of children in two hospitals in Washington . In these 
21 cases , 18 had the appendix parasitized; the caecum and 
colon were both infected in 12 and the small intestine 6 times, 
predominantly by male pinworms and onl.l present vJhen other 
parts of the gastro-intestinal tract were infected. 
ucn has been written since 1900 concerning the relation-
sl::ip_ of the pim-Torm to ap oe!!_dici tis_. The incidence of 
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311 or 1 . 19 rer cent to s~ow t~e presence of Enterobius 
vermicularis . Lopez-Fernandez (1946) found Enterobius in 32 
(36 . 2 per cent) of 88 cases of appendicitis . 
Rector (1943) re:)orts thrt there are tvvo factors 
re s.~onsible fo:!..., ';ariat ion of incidence on appendiceal 
e~terobiasis . The first fector probably being due to 
( . .iffere11ce & in personal ' .?bits , environ ental conditions ana_ 
climate . T~e second a~d si nificant factor is that incidence 
of pinworms is usually hi6 her among children than adults . 
Cecil nnd Bulkley ( 1912) faun~ pinworms in 15 per cent of 129 
unselected a~?endices removed from children between the ages 
of 2 to 15 . Botaford, Hudson and Chruncerlain ( 1930,) repo_rted 
a.n incidence of 5 . 3 per cent in an examination of 1 , 34.3 
appendixes among children aged 1 . 5 to 12 years of aee . Many 
other reports are ~oted - varying between . 007 per cent (Wax 
and Cooper , 1941) to 18 . 1 per cent (Harris and Bronn , 1:.:25) . 
Dili~ent and systematic observations of removed appendices 
constitute a very important variable factor in the discrepencie 
in incidence re,orted . Harris and Brown (1925) used probably 
the greatest diligence and care in observation or· any in the 
literature . After examinint; the fecal contents grossly 1vi th a 
·pnd lens, t1 ... ey were diluted in saline , centrifugecl , and the 
sediment examined microscopically for the presence of parasites 
and ova . Goodale ' s (1934 ) method of examination consisted of 
openinz up the organ longitudinaly , after formalin fixation , 
and s~reading the contents out on a board for gross examination 
Best results are obtained wnen the exa:nination of the aD:::'endix 
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is made both grossly and microscopically, however . 
Rector ' s (1943) survey was made on 210 appendixes in which 
the lume .. ·vas partially or com le te ly pP. tent . T~1.e age range 
was from 15 to 69 years of age T·li th a median age of 29 years 
and a mean age of 31 . 08 years . Of the 210 appendices examined , 
160 were from females and 50 from males . Many of t~e removed 
appendixed ( 188) \vere incidentally removed . 
T.le appendices were o~ened in a fres.::.1 state in the labora-
tory and examined grossly on a glass slide by the use of 
teasing needles . The mucosa was examined grossly and a portion 
of tne fecal contents was examined micr-oscopicBlly . The 
microscopic examination disclosed the presence of t~e parasites 
in tnree cases, ~1ich had not been detected grossly . The 
parasites were mostly males , only one female be:Jing found . ~o 
other parasites or ova were found . 
Of t~e 210 appendices examined grossly and microscopic lly 
10 or 4 . 76 per cent were found to be infected with Enterobius 
vermicularis . T~e age range of the ten positives was 15 to 33 
VJ'i th an average ase of 22 . 7 years . Ei -:~1.t of the 10 infected 
appe dixes belon5ed to females . 
Rector ' s work caused him to believe that the most important 
factor for the variation in incirlence reports is due to the 
thoroughness with which the aupendiceal contents are examined . 
Rector ' s experience , coupled with the results of Botsford, 
Hudson and Chamberlain (1939) lead him to believe tnat the 
expected L1cidence of appendiceal enterobiasis among adults 
should ield an incidence of 5 er cent and for the children 
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the incidence should range between 15 to 20 per cent . 
Kuitunen-Ekbaum (1942) in a study of 100 surgically 
removed ~ ~endices of children , 6 months to 14 years old, 
Enterobius was found in 34 per cent . No correlstion between 
infestation and occurance of appendicitis 1r1as found . Ova freed 
by atrophy of adult vrorms showed no advance stage of develon-
ment . Twenty-seven cases of pinworms were found among the 57 
normal aupendices examined with from 1 to 290 pinworms per 
case . 
Out of 3b acute appendices, 5 were positive numbering 
from 1 to 20 pinworms per case . In 5 chronic ap endices, only 
1 noused pim..rorms (5) . Of two acute and chronic a_ pendices 
one contained a single pinworm . 
-o other narasites or their ova were found in this series 
of 100 surgically removed appendices . The nresence of 
Enterobius vermicularis according to Kuitunen- Ekbaum does not 
:1.ave any direct conl_ection to cases of ap:)end.ici tis and should 
properly be re garded as an accidental intruder, not an 
etiolo ical agent. 
3 . Unusual Pathological Cases 
The pinworm may be at times not the harmless intestinal 
worm so far depicted . Severe damage to an organ or the host 
himself may occur when the pinworm gets into an environment 
in which by nature he does not belong and flourishes to such 
an extent that great injury is done . Craig and Faust (1937) 
st9-t~d t"').e fe_!!19~les rna oc_2asionall mi£.-rate a;-·ainst 
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intestinal mucosa . 
Tens of t ~ ousands of · i n·rorms were found in the intestinal 
wall , especially t hat of the rectum . All the worms were in 
their larval stages but the m les 1...rere one or tv1o stages ahead 
of the females . The host tissue see·ned to have reacted to 
this invasion by enclosing the worms in connective tissue 
sheath and t hereby localizing them. 
An interesting sidelight to these cases of abnormal 
habitats or imiorms is evidenced by the worlt of Hoeppli and 
~siane (1931), who wished to view the reaction s of ho st 
tissue to p imJOrms . They prepared a chamber made up of two 
celluloid plates fixed together and inserted it i nto the ear 
of a rabbit . The transparent chamber was introduced in such 
a way that the central blood vessels and nerves p asse d t hrough 
the challiber . T"1e worm during the first two days 1-Jas observed 
to make slow movements . Peristaltic uterine contractions and 
subsequent expulsion of eggs was observed even though degen-
eration was going on in the other parts of the worm . Section-
ing revealed the fact t~at t he worm was embedded in a large 
mass of leucocytes . Small areas of hemorrhage were also seen . 
The pinworm urevious to insertion in the chember ha been kept 
in a dilute zysol solution ( 1 ) for three minutes . 
500 
B. Prognosis 
Dispite these serious cases where the pinworm demonstrate 
a latent ability to do great harm under the proper circum-
stances , an infection with pinworms is generally not of a 
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serious nature . Undoubtedly millions of Americans are now 
carrying them vli th apparently no large scale discomfort . The 
~rognosis with Enterobius is fOOd, unless , according to Craig 
and Faust (1937) the disease becomes c .~ronic and sepsis in the 
perianal region becomes serious . 
C. Control of Adult Pinworms 
1 . Physical 
De ~ivas (1938) advocated the retional treatment of 
parasitic infections of the large intestine by use of an 
intracolonic thermal metnod . Among the parasites eliminated by 
t hermal treatment is the pinworm . Hot solution (50- 530C) is 
introduced into the lumen of the entire colon from 5 to 10 
minutes . The solution consists of a 1- 5000 copper sulphate 
solution with one ounce of glycerine per liter of solution . 
One to two liters of solution admitted at the rate of 100 to 
150 cc ner minute give the desired colonic temperature 
( 450 to 470C ). 
Ion-medicated enemas (soapsuds and saline) are believed by 
Wright , Brady and Bozicevich (1939) to be of some value in 
treating pinworm infections in children and infants . Treatment 
in order to have worth must be continued for three to four 
week period or even longer every other night . Lutz (1888) 
recommended cold water enemas and found that they worked 
equally as l<Vell as some of the more elaborate mediceted 
p rep c-.rations . 
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Purgatives, accord.ing to ·vright and Cram (1937), either 
in single or repeated doses in the treatment of pinworm 
infections, do not seem to be of any value . They further 
stated t.1at cotton anal plugs to prevent the r i gra.tion of 
gravid female pinworms into t~e perianal region , so that the 
ova will not be deposited, may be of some value, but in them-
selves will not erradicate the infection . 
2 .. Chemical 
A. Anal Ointments 
Wright , Brady and Bozicevich (1939) believed that 
medicated anal ointments seem to be of little or no value in 
treatment of oxyuriasis , that is , in destruction of the gravid 
female worms or preventing migration or even rendering the 
ova non-viable . Anal ointments , however , do seem to be of 
value in the treatment of pruritis brought about by irritations 
of the gravid feQale movements in the anal and rectal reas . 
Eall (1923) stated ti.~.at anal washes or ointme.1ts have 
been recommended to destroy worms and eggs , to prevent their 
contamination of bedding and clothing , to relieve itching and 
to cut dow~ o the transfere of infe ctious materials from the 
hands to the mouth . Among the ointments and washes used are 
the official unguentum p.enolis , 3 per cent ~~enol ointment , 
unguentum hydrargyri ; 1 : 10 , 000 bichloride of mercury solution ; 
silver nitrate ointment; ccmphor , thymol nd quinine ointment; 
or a varadichlorobenzene ointment . 
-- -=====-,.--~--
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Fernan- Nunez (1027 ) reported that the most efficacious 
oral remedy s.gainst Enterobius proved to be t~e fresh sap of 
the tree Ficus laurifolia (L . ) . Oil of Chenopodium was most 
effective against '\vorms but did not eTiell them fro.r-~ the 
caecum . Intervenous injections of oil of chenopodium were most 
useful in difficult cases . With the use of this latter treat-
ment a boy 19 years of age ex-pelled 639 -,inworms in a period 
of seven days . 
B. Methylene Blue 
Pakenham-\•falsh, ( 1944) treate three cases of enterobiasis 
with methylene blue . One c8se resistant to phenothiazine was 
treated successfully with 3 grame T. D. S. for a week wit~out 
ill effects to herself or the nursing baby . 
C. Santonin 
\fright , Brady and Bozicevich (1939) carried on experimen-
tation with the use of santonin in treating twenty cases of 
enterobiasis . Each patient received a single dose of the drug 
daily for a ten day period. Dosage was based not only on the 
chronolo:!ical age but also physical condition of the individual 
the latter being frequently more important , since many of the 
children were undernourished and poorly developed and were 
therefore given relatively small doses . Thirteen of the cases 
t·rere children betw·een the ages of 5 to 14 and the remainder 
adults with the exception of one 17 years old . Dosages varied 
from { grain per day for most children to 1 grain per day for 
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adults . Aften an interval of from seven to twenty-seven days, 
est-treatment sw2bs were used, 55 per cent of the cases were 
negative . Actually the per cent of negatives was probably less 
t ~an 50 per cent due to the insufficient number of post 
treatment swabs . •:owever , after treatment nine '\'!ere still 
positive inclicBting that santonin as a. treatment of enterobiasi 
is far from specific , and would nrove to be fer from satis-
fectory for familial situations . 
D. Tetrachlorethylene 
Hall and Agustine (1929) first recommended using 
tetrachlorethylene in p inworm infections . They succeeded in 
e.>r:Jelling 5 , 544 pinvmrms from one patient and 1,191 pinworms 
from a soldier following treatment with a single dose of 4cc 
of t_"li s drug . 
Wright , Bozicevicu anc Rose (1937 ) treated eleven 
children between the ages of 4 and 15 . They were biven a 
light supper of non-fatty foods the night before treatment , 
after \'Jhich at 9 : 00 P. M. they '\vere given soapsuds enemas . No 
breakfast was given the following morning and tre8tment 
started at 7 : 00 A. M. The dosages for children under 12 years 
of age v:as lee for each year of apparent age . For children 
over 12 , dosages were given commensurate 1·:ith the age , weight 
and physical condition of the patient . The drug was admin-
istered in a magnesium sulphate solution to those over 10 
years of age . An averege of 352 worms per patient was passed . 
Of the 11 treated 6 were found to be negative after the period 
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of trec.tment . 
Wright , 3ozi cevich and Gordon (1937) treated 47 boys 
infested vli th pinv.rorms with single doses of orally administered 
tetrachlorethylene . The dosa~es were tne s me as those reporte 
in the previous paper . Hagnesium citrate instead of magnesium 
sulp:ate was used as tee base solution in order to decrease the 
amount of reactions incurred in the use of the latter . Two 
post treatment swabs were made fourteen to twenty- one days 
after treatment and 30 or 68 . 2 per cent were negative . Tne 
number of \'lor s e Y.J::.e lled varied from 1 to 4, 958 ; the mean being 
255 . d worms . Tetrac~lorethylene was believed by the authors 
to be probably of more value in treating liLht pinworm infest-
ations rather than heavy infestations . 
· ri ht and Bozicevich ( 1938) follo'd up the previous paper 
by a study of clinical improvements following single dose 
administrations of tetrachloretnylene . Clinical ~rr~ roveme~t 
vrae measured by g~ins in weight after treatu1ert , melioration 
of certain pretreatment symptoms exhibited by t~e individucl , 
and any cain in scholastic standing . The degree of pinworm 
infestation ue.s evidenced by the number of worms passed. Part 
of lig~tly infected individuals showed little or no clinical 
improvement after treatment although they were sho n to be 
negative , after post- treatment anel svrab s . On t e ot:1er .land 
e&vily infected individuals whc p ssed relatively large 
numbers of ·arms (up to 5 , 000) s_lovled clinic.., 1 irnprovemen t 
after treatrne~t , even t~ouL: they still remained positive upon 
post-treatment cnecks . 
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Thirty-seven of the 44 b0ys g~ined an average of 2 . 74 
pounds each in the two wee-s following tre tment, 4 boys 1st 
an averaee of 3 poun s eaci.1 durin t:_is s< ne period n the 
remainin~ 3 boys showed no c~ange 1n eiL~t . 
I formation supplied by t1.e p~rents indicated clin:..c"l 
imnrovement in a varyin percent;a e of the boys treateC., and 
amelior tion of certain symptoms associated with ~in•orm 
infectio~s. 
A sli~ht improvement in scholastic standing 1as ~cted , in 
information watrered from teac ers f 24 boys tre8ted . Ten of 
the 24 ex_~ibited .. ::;.rked improvement in their soci 1 at~itude 
and sc~olastic st nding within the two months ' per_od folloring 
treatme t, ,o ch~n e w"s noted in 9 of the boys eit~er in socie 
attitude o:' sc'1olastic standinc: , 2 of t..1.e boys exhibited uorse 
be avior nd the remainin 3 boys indicated mixed chances in 
attitude for botn better and worse . The teachers were ignorant 
of t e fnct -;:;~at 'lese boys .1ad received treatment, and there-
fore their a1 EWers t:> the questions put to them were regerded 
as s~ontaneoua "nd unoi sed . 
Wril.. t and. Cram (19c7) report that tetrac.loret.uylt-ne is 
t~e oest sin le dose dru for tre ~tment of pinworm infections . 
It is ruch safer than oil of chenopodium or carbon tetrachl ride 
and eRn be used S8fely in treating chilnren . I i~ soluble 
enou§:'h in \·'a ter to act on the .._ ... ·val ' orms in t.L1e small 
i1 testine and yet insoluble enough so that it can be ca1rie _ 
into the large intestine to act en both the pre-adult and adult 
worms present there . Tetrachloretlylene is af inistered in a 
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magnesium citrate base solu' ... ion w .. ich is rea· ily taken by 
c: .. ilL~ren vmo do not object to its teste . Furt~1ermore , J.se of a 
magnes ium citrate solution eliminates the reactions such as 
nausea, vomiting, ~ead che, dizziness , and frequent abdominal 
discomforts, encountered when sodium and magnesium sulphate are 
usee as bases . 
E. Phenothiazine 
Phenothiazine is a thiazine dye rel ted to Lauth 1 s violet , 
and met'1.ylene blue . It is fine , smooth, pale lemon-yello-u 
powder , insoluble in ater and almost t~steless . 
~anso. -Bhar (1940 ) re)orted thRt children under 8 years of 
age were given a dosage of 2 grams daily for seven dRys . Half 
this dosage or 1 gram per day for seven days 1.ras s-iven to 
children under 4 ( about 17 grams per pound of body r1ei[,l::t) . 
Adults were iven 4 to 8 grams of phenothiazine daily for from 
seven to ten C.ays . Granular preparation s'"7'eetened in lime juice 
was the method of administration of tne drug for children , 
vrhile adults 1vere given tablets . 
o dietary restrictions were ~ade. Cotton gloves , to 
prevent contaminated fingers from coming in contact witn the 
mouth , and mercurial anal ointments were not used and enemas 
were eliminated during the course of treatment . 
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, o t o xi c c a s e s 
P• .... enothiazine was administered to four children infected 
wit~ Enterobius . A boy aged 4 received 5 grams daily for 
seven days and t hree girls aged 7 to 8 received 1 gram daily 
--~= 
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for seven days. During the first two dayc of trectment active 
pinworms were observed in freshly pcssed stools . On the third 
day tb..e worms ssed were far more sluggish and the remainder 
dec:rl ; some 1.vere stained red . I n the three t;irl cases, cures 
were effected. In the fourth case, the boy aged 4 suffered a 
relapse but an increased dosage , 1 gram daily for seven days 
produced a permanent cure . 
P1enothiazine was then administered by Manson- Bphr to a 
family in v.rhich both the mother and the fat::,er hac:l been infecte 
for at least six years . Quassia clips , santonin , beta-napthol 
and exylre sorcinol had been tried 'l.vi thout avail . The father 
and mother bot~ received 2 gr ms of p~enothiazine daily for 
the five dey "'Jeriod . Sodium sulphate was given after each dose 
of p' "enothia.zine . Both mother nnd daughter were cured . The 
father suffered a relapse but when given a course of tre tment 
involving the use of 4 grams daily a cure was effected . 
An adult aged 47 complaining of loss of weight , mental 
irritation, and anal itchilC, was discovered to be ~eavily 
infected 'I.Ji th Enterobius . He was given 4 grams of phenothiazin 
for four days . On the tnird and the follo~ring days , de d worms 
1>·ere passed and the treatment was begun again wi t:1 apnE!re"1tly 
permanent results . 
Because of t ...... e above fact , } anson-Bahr believed t•_at 
greater dosage than 4 Erams is necessary for adults if permanen 
cures are to effected ; and therefore recomQended an 8 gram 
daily course of treat~ent for five d ys s being the best 
treatmen~ for aeults infected with oinworms . 
--- ---- ~ -'----"""~"='=== 
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Kuitunen-Ekbau~ (1941) reporteo a treatment study of 89 
chj_ldren and 9 ad.ul t s who ~v-ere e_ i ven oral administrations of 
recrystallized phenothiazine . He presented the following total 
dosage plan : 
4 - 5 grans for ~4 children (2 - 5 years of age) 
6 grams for 31 children (6 - 8 years of age) 
8 grams for 34 ch ildren (9 - 14 years of age) 
5 - 10 grams for 9 adults 
Eighty-six per cent of the children and 89 per cent of the 
adults were cured by the first course of treatment . After the 
second course of treatment practically 100 ~er cent cures were 
effected . From 7 to 10 post treatment NIH swabs were used to 
demonstrate efficacy of tre~tment . Kuitunen-Ekbaum used smalle 
total dosages t .,an tbose employed by :Manson-Bahr . The course 
of treatment was five days . 
Miller and Allen (1942) treated 50 children infected with 
pinworms with T):1enothiazine . The dosage was 1 gram per day for 
from six to eight days . In this study , 64 per cent of the 
c:hildren were cured . In anot~1er experiment, 23 children Nere 
treate d 1-1ith phenothiazine on t 11ree consecutive days - 2 . 5 , 
2 . 5 and 2 grams being given in that order . 
Miller discovered t hat phenothiazine produced a definite 
but in most cases a slight anemia in at least half of the 
cnil ren treoted . The hemoglobin level reac~1ec~ 1 ts lo est 
level four to seven days after tre·tment but returned to norrnol 
in three to four weeks . 
phenothiazine is more effective :- :1en 
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given in relqtively l~rger doses over a shorter eriod of time . 
Sisk (1943) treated a croup of 62 children and four adults, 
24 of whom were positive for pin ~orms, r. i th -.... '1enothi. zine . 
Adults and children over 6 years of age received 1 gram a dey 
for six davs , then an eight dey rest, follo11ed by a six day 
treatme t of 1 t,ram of phenothi zine :::-er day . c·1ildren from 
1 to 6 years of ace received the same treatment except they 
were given smaller doses , 0 . 5 grams per day . Children under 1 I 
year of age were given 0 . 25 grams ~er day . Post trectment 
sv-1abs 1.vere t ~.J(en and 4 cnil ren 1.vere shmvn to be pnsi t i ve . An 
83 )er cent cure was achieved . 
Bercowitz, Page and de Beer (1943) examined 24 outratients 
for blood and urine disturb9nces after administration of a 40 
gram dose of phenothiazine three times dEtily over a ten day 
period . Tnree cases showed a decrease of 1 , 000 , 000 ervthrocyte 
~er cubic centimeter , 9 pet ents snowed a 10 er cent decrease 
in hemoglobin , 6 patients sho ed a trace of albumin in the 
urine , 2 patients cylindroios , and 1 patient hyaline and 
cellular casts . Two patients developed nausea and vomiting . 
Most (1943) reported t~at phenothiazine is an effective 
drug in the treatment o~· inworm infections . The drug has been 
given to more than 200 atients nd caused no noteworthy toxi c 
reactions . The recommended dosage is 300 milligrams per ilo-
gr.?m of body ueight . This is to be administered over a three 
d y ~eriod . Most recommended that pnenothiazine be given to 
atients normelly refractive to gentian violet . 
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F . Gentian Violet 
Faust and Yao in 1927 introduced gentian violet theropy 
in treatment of helminthic intestinal infections . Wright and 
his associAtes (1938) used gentian violet in the treatment of 
e. terobiasis and obtained a 91 . 8 ner cent cure . They recom-
mended treatme 1t vith gentian violet (Seal-Ins), a trade name , 
over a period of ei:1t days , followed by a seven day rest 
period , after 1·rhich another eisht day period of tre tment -vras 
repeated . The adult 1 s dose was tvo- 32 milligram tablets, 
three times daily; the children 1 s dose 1·ms 10 milligrams for 
each year of U")"""13rent age , divided and adminstered in three 
doses . 
vlright and Br dy ( 1938) tried enteric-coated gentian 
violet capsules on 31 persons kno ·m to be infected \vi th pin-
lorms. Of the 31 treated , 25 (80 . 8 per cent) remained negative 
on the 7 consecutive post treatment s1abs w~ic~ began forty-
t ·o dnys after completion of the treatment neriod . Tlese 
enteric-coated capsules are superior to the reviously used 
tablets and are better tolerated by the patient . The dosage 
and length of treatment was the same as that used in the 
ea,....lier study . 
D' Antoni and Sawitz (1940) un1ertook to C!.etermine the 
value of gent rn violet v erapy for treatment of enterobiasis 
under institutional conditions. Medicinal treatments were 
carried on in two of the institutions examined, the other 
institution being treated by the use of enforced hygienic 
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measures (see section on hygienic control). The drug used for 
the chemotheraputically treated institutions vas gentian violet 
(Seal-Ins) medici >al - t grain tablets. Tablets of the four 
hour tyi.Je , vlhich are said. to dissolve in the caecal region, 
were used . 
Institution N. H. was treated with medicinal gentian violet 
(Seal- Ins) without any specific hygienic measures being taken . 
The 122 boys in the institution were of the following classi-
ficational groups : 32 large boys (14 to 18 years of age) , 31 
of whom had enterobiasis; 50 medium sized boys (11 to 15 years 
of age), 49 of whom were positive for pim.,-orms; and 37 small 
boys ( 12 to 17 years of age) , 35 of whom were infected \vi th 
pimmrms . 
The large boys received 1 grain , three times daily before 
meals for eight days followed by a seven day rest period and a 
subsequent eicht day treatment period . The medium sized boys 
received 1 grain, three times daily before meals for five days 
followed by a three day rest period; the procedure was repeated 
until twenty treatment days had been passed covering four 
entire courses of treatment. Tne small boys received ·~ grain 
t_1ree times daily before meals continuously for a thirty-five 
day period . To nrevent the possibility of reinfection, the 
medication procedure of the three groups was terminated at the 
same time . Post treatment NIH swabs showed that 94 uer cent 
of the large boys , 90 per cent of the medium- sizec boys and 89 
per cent of the small boys previously infected with pinworms 
were now pinworm free . 
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In institution P. E., 21 of the 26 white girls aged 5 to 
21 had enterobiasis. Five girls weighing a hundred pounds or 
less received *" grain , tl1ree times daily for fourteen days . 
ygienic measures were employed siMilar to t~ose enforced in 
the institution treated by hygienic measures solely . Immediately 
follovTing treatment 7 NIH swabs '1.-lere made indicating a 100 per 
cent cure . 
Symptom reactions during medication with gentian violet 
Seal-Ins, were never of a serious nature and Benerally the drug 
was well tolerated. More than half of those, however, who were 
given 1 gram doses three times daily , ex~erienced abdominal 
cr mps , nausea and a loss of ap- eti te . 1·1anufacturers of Seal-
Ins suggest administration of the drug an hour before a meal 
because an empty stomach vlill dissolve the drug in the time 
specified vJhile food present in the stomach probably prolongs 
the time necessary for absorption . 
D1An.toni and Smvitz (1940) believe this work demonstr&tes 
the value of mass treatments and the continuance of treatment 
until all t~e individuals are rid of pinworms , since a single 
positive individual can result in reinfection of the others. 
Miller and his associates (1940) treated 29 school 
children aged 6 to 13 with gentian violet pills . The c~ilQren 
6 to 9 were given two 3/20 grain tablets t:ree times daily , and 
those 10 to 13 years of age received one t grain tablet, three 
times daily . Three post treatment swabs indicated a 90 per 
cent cure . Varni ting occurred in t1•TO children , one of ~vhom v:-as 
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of five vms give_ t'_ree , 3/20 f::l"'ain tablets daily for nine days 
Wri ht and Brady (1940 ) examined a series of cases com-
prising 224 individuals who were oral ad.r.linistrations of 
gentian violet enteric coated c2Psules . Adult and children 1 s 
dosage and course of treatment was the same as employed by 
these same 1..;orkers in 1938 . Of the 224 individuals treated , 
189 or 84 . 5 per cent were found to be negative for pinworms 
after 7 IH Sitabs . Some patients suffered from nausea, vomi-
ting , diarrhea , and abdominal pain . The reactions were only 
temporary a d were quickly overcome by a reduction in QOSa e or 
rest of a couple of days before resumption of treatment . 
vl: en Ascaris infections are concomitant and various other 
disorders , such as mor1erate to severe cardiac, _epatic and 
renal disease , alcoholism and gastro- intestinal infections are 
present , 0 entian violet t herapy is not recom~ended . 
Mi imum lethal dose for rabbits is 22 milligrams per 
kilogram of body i.Yeight . One dog tolerated a dose of 35 . 4 
milligrams per kilogram of body .Yeight for eighteen days . 
Gentian violet t ~1erapy seems to be of considerable value 
in treatment of pin"\\lrorm infe c tions . It is c'1eap , efficacious, 
a.nd easily administered . 
G. Hexylresorcinol 
Lampson , Brovm and \'lard (1935 ) in an extensive investiga-
tion of the parasiticidal actions of the alkylhydroxybenzenes 
found t~at crystaline hexylresorcinol showe· the best results 
in treatment of pinuorra ipf~~t?.t_i_on . 
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Brmvn ( 1932) was the first to use '1e -ylre sorcinol in the 
treatment of ~nterobius vermicularis . Six adults infected with 
pimvorms v.rere given 1 gram of hexylresorcinol orally . Admini s-
trati on with the drug was Bade early in the morning , breakfast 
ommitted, and no food taken for six hours following treat~ent . 
Three weeks after treatment adult worms or ova was found in the 
stools of all six patients . Brown has set forth three con-
clusions Nhich he has arrived at from his investigation . 
1 . Hexylresorcinol is very active against Enterobius , a 
1-1000 sus~ension killing them in two minutes . 
2 . Five out of 6 persons treateQ with hexylresorcinol 
pills and enemas were Enterobius free . Two out of 3 
persons treated by enemas only were freed of pinworms . 
mhis sug,.·ests that oral admi istrations should be 
coupled with enemas to achieve the best results . 
3 . Suggested procedure for treq ment 
Treat twice in the morning as follows : 
a . Omit breakfast and partake of no food until noon . 
b . He:~ylre sorcinol pills ( 1 grain per year of age up 
to 10 , then 1 grein doses for all above this a ·e ). 
Drink plenty of water . 
c . Soapsuds enema followed by an enema of 1 part 
crystalline hexylresorcinol to 1000 cc of \vater; 
this enema to be given and restrained for 5 minutes . 
d . Bed sheets to be boiled twice weekly to destroy any 
eggs passed on them . 
right and Cram (1937) relate thet Robbins (1934) found 
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t at after giving a 1 gram dose of hexylresorcinol 18 per cent 
vras excreted in the urine and 64 per cent in the feces, showing 
t~at the drug does reach the large intestine in fairly large 
concentrations . HeYylresorcinol administered orally and in 
enema form or in enema for alone seems to be quite effective 
in some cases of pinworm infections . 'ith young children under 
10 treated with enemas of hexylresorcinol alone , 5 gr ms to 
one 1:-er of water, excellent results were obtained in some 
cases . Hexylresorcihol has two definite disadvantages : first , 
it is e:?pensive , and , second, in cases \vhere enemas alone are 
given treatment must be continued over long periods of time . 
Spaak (~J36) recommended hos)italization of the patient 
for t:1.ree days and then administration of hexylresorcinol for 
three days . 0 the first day the ;atient receive a purgative, 
on the second day hexylresorcinol as ·iven orally and by 
enema, and on the third day by enema alone . This treatment is 
repeated in fourteen days . 
/ri ·1t , Brady and Bozicevich (1939) treated 27 individuals 
positive for Entero ius v:i th a varying number of hexylre sorcino 
enemas in a dilution of 1 : 200~ . Eiehteen or 67 per cent were 
negative on post-treatment sw bs . He~ylresorcinol enemas 
proved of considernble value n t~ectment of Enterobius 
infections. A minimum of te~ such enemas over a t_ree week 
period is necessary to e.xpell the helminths nO. ova of 
Enter0bius ve~rnicularis . 
1ri£ht nd his ~ssociates tried sin le oral administration 
of '1-Je:;.:·rlr_!?so_r_c_i_r._ol in tlle fQrm of Canrokol "Jill_s,_t.h.i.s =-'-"-~'=""'"'.._----=~~=-
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ineffective in treatment of 4 cases of pinworm infection . 
Dcs~ee varied between 0 . 4 to 0 . 8 of a gram . 
In treatment of three cases of pinworm infestation , lfright 
and his associates used Jexylresorcinol orally "'nd with enemas . 
Only one of t'1e t' .ree proved to be negative by post-treatr.:ent 
and swabs . A porently , oral treatment by 1exylresorcinol in 
the form of Caprokol pills , even when combined li t'1 hexylre-
sorci ol enem~s , roes not constitute an effective treatment of 
~inworm infections . 
Ei~ht cases of pinworM infestation were trerted by 1 
ounce of hexylresorcinol jelly 1 :1000 anc.lly administered at 
bedtime over varying le~rths of time . Si~ of the 8 were still 
poeitive after treat~e~t and one of the 2 negatives was a 
doubtful negative . Pexylresorcinol jelly was shown to be non-
effective in killin~ gravid females located in the rectum . It 
did not ah.r0.ys prevent ~v-orm rni ration to the rectuL"l or renc1er 
the ova deposited t~ere inac· .... i vatec , since they readily 
hatched when placed in a moist chamber . 
Wrignt , Brady and Bozicevich sum up by ste.ting t.c.:.at 
~exylresorcinol enemas are of value if tre8tme1t is continued 
over SL..::.. table lenstl1 of time . They repeat \'Jright and Cram 1 s 
(193 7) view t~at t1ere are to disadvanta·es in use of the 
drug : first , it is erpensive and, second , in order to be 
effective tre. tment must proceed for a considerable length of 
ti1e 
Regardless oi the disadvRnta[es in the use of hexylre-
~~~~-jj,=s_?rcinol , _i_ts _e_f_f!ciency in treatint; infections of F>1terobius 
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ver.icularis has resulted in its bein · retained by he medical 
profession as the recomme nded therapy . The adult dosa~e is 
uiven as a 0 . 2 ram pill . A sin ·le treatme~t consists of 5 
pills taker successively . 
D. Control of Pinvorm Ova 
1. Physical 
Snalimov (1935) studied tne effects of ultraviolet li~ht 
on t~e ~~velopment o~ the eg s of parasj tic worms with the use 
of a mercury-quartz lamp . T,e irr•ac iation distc .. ce was 50 
centimeters . All the e s of E~terobius vermiculBris were 
killed in five minutes . The ultraviolet rays ·1ere found to 
disturb the delicate physicochemical proce ses within the eLv • 
T e effectiveness of the lamp l;v.._ s found to depend upon its 
pm·,'er . 
Holla.ender , Jo:1.e s and Jacobs ( 1940 ) employed monochrom~ tic 
ult~aviolet in order to observe its effect on .inrorD ~va . 
'Eg s of Enterobius vermicula!is ·ere evenly irradiated in a 
beam of monochromatic ultraviolet li ht by rotating the e:Qosed 
dish an by blowinJ a stream of air ag inst the surface to 
i~sure uniformity of trea ment of all the free floating ewes . 
Te chni co.l 6.iff icul ties and ~ot individual resistances a...•e 
respo sible for the inL~ility to ill the remainin few of the 
Va i.bility in response to irr iation oes occur , howevP 
i. e s tc~en from different patients . Hollaender and his 
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1 &ssociates state : 
11 If we realize t'Je J.)~obe.ble variation of -c:~e sources 
from 'T ic._ pim'lorms come , the nutritional level nf the 
_a ie. t , .1e diL:'erer.t ty;Je of food ... e patie .t '1as e~ ten, 
t_ ... e P!~ of t e inte sti. e , tne varia tio"1 of t::..e i1 te stinal 
flora , End also ~erh~~s of equal im.ort3~ce , the v~~iation 
in t s methods and time of obtaininu t~e e Ls n . ·ringing 
them to the laboratorv , this variatiol i. response of eg~s 
from dj ·feren t sources i s cert inly not sur: risin . • 11 
The variation of different egg bqtc~es ap,lies only to 
t~e absolute eneruy , in eg~s , of killin at s ecific wave -
len ths . The incctivotion oft e e es is lOt de ... en~ent or the 
wave - le g t h . T-::.e eggs s: owed t!:1eir grea.te st sensi ti vi ty to 
the radiatio. of 2280 A, nd a slight ~aximum at 2 5 R. 
e eg of Entero~ius , as has been pointed out in an 
e ,rlier ~J"rt of the paper , is a f irly comoli ca. ted structure 
com~osed of three shell l~yers : the outermost bei~g protein, 
t ... 1.e second, chi tin , and the innermost 1--yer li oid . The e~;.;: 
is not completely surrounded by t·1ese three egg layers . The 
.... atching area oi t: e eg_: propel" seems to e devoid of a c _i tin 
ost of the ra~i~tion seems to be absorbed by the 
proteinaceous top 1 yer . 
::ollaenuer , Jones anr_ J acobs ( 1940 ) t!'.eorize that t'1e use 
of ultraviolet radiations could produce an inuibition of 
hatching by a hardenin of the protein lcyer ; secon~ , by a 
c .ange in com~;osi tion of the lipoid membr ne ; third, by 
irza.iations injuryin~ the embryo and lastly by possible toxic 
substa ces formed fithin the embryo as a result of this 
, raeiation . Death and the failure to hatch · is prooably due to 
a combination of t.ese factors and not to any single effect 
Ji,........,~- -- - -------- - - - -
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~atching rate in the last ~our . 
Pinety per cent of the controls hatched by the time the 
first observation had been made . The irradiated eggs hfltched 
at a much slovJer rete . A)parently , irradiation of & sufficient 
intensity is successful in retarding hatcning . 
( 2) 'Sffect of' storage on ability to h ..... tch 
Eggs in control dishes stored at 500 reta ned their 
hatching ability v-;hile t 11ose at 24° to 26oc sh wed a drop in 
some but not all c2ses . Irradiated e 5s exhib t a great drop 
in ability to hatch after eighteen and forty h urs of storage . 
This indic~tes t~e presence of sublethal effec s in irradiated 
ova . 
(3) Effect on survival of lervae 
Fifty-four larvae hatcled from an irradia~ed egg dish , 
after a half to one and a quarter hours, a sur ival rate of but 
35 Jer cent was noted . 
One hundred and nine larvae ·1atched as ac i ve 1 rvae f::'om 
a control egg dish, after a half to one and a 1alf hours , a 
survival rate of 95 per cent was in evidence . Radiation of 
pinworm eggs seem to increase the dyinc rgte o t~e hPtched 
larvae . 
(4) Effect on immeture eggs 
Immature eg ·s of tDe tad)ole stage to be ore succeptable 
to irradiation than do more advanced and ped egzs . 
Three dishes of immature ege; dishes 1:1ere at 2650 R 
and showed c:nter irradiation a decreased y to develop 
==~==~<---=i=--n~t__,o'-----'t~he infect i ve one anc1 a rvae . Besides 
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the three egg s·'le 11 layers, the infective sta e ring and a 
-alf larvae have several protein layers cuticula and 
l'lence are better protected t·lan are the re larvae forms 
to ultra-violet ~rrad_ation . 
It is evident by these t1w papers on rad at ion v!i t_1 
ultraviolet light t.t'at -vuile t !1.e number of eg~ s killed outright 
is small in comparison ,,rit.n the number thRt he tch these larvae 
eL~ibit sublethal effe cts in a longer hatchin· time , a decrease_ 
ability to hatch after storage for v rying le of time and 
an increased mortality of those ivhich do mA.na. _ate~ . 
2 . Chemical 
The amount of work on c1emical treatment of pinworm ova 
is small, and indicates that a considercble ount of work 
remains to be done. 
Jacobs and Jones (1939) stated that bee maEeup 
of t~e egg membranes of Enterobius ovicide s~1ould 
possess lip oid and protein solvent properties . 
Most authorities agree t hat hy ienic measures in treatment 
of prevent ion of pinvorm infections should involve freque nt 
1-rashinc:: of ~ands vli th so 9 an ~vater . Schuffn r and S rellen -
rebel (1943) relAte t~at durin the recent w ~ ~eavier 
infestations with pinv-rorms in Europe were directly attributable 
to the acute shortage of soap . W~ether the action of soa9 and 
water on eggs of p inworms is chemical or physi al or a com-
bination of the tvvo is difficult to say . The soap and vlater 
-vrould probably ~-:ave c:n effect on the surface t nsion of the 
===-ll= - - ~~;;,;:,==4= 
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sunshine . Tb.e c ilC..l·en tvere ::."'eq_uired to use 
and to wash their hands after the use of the 
eating . 
dividua.l touels 
ilet and before 
Sawitz , D1Antoni , ffi1ude and Lob (1940) , i their study of 
the epidemiology of Enterobius in 471 children of whom 74 . 3 
per cent were infected, e ployed strict hygienic neasures , 
suc''l as frequent house cleaning , cnanging of u derwear and bed-
sheets, and frequent bathing , but found that it did not disrupt 
the tra smission routes of Enterobius . A ole liness period 
of six weeks was tried out in one ~orne , but n decrease in 
incidence was apparent.after that time . 
D1Antoni and Sav.ritz (1940) em:1loyed non- edicinal therapy 
in an institution made up of 23 girls and 35 vh1ich 38 
per cent vJere found to be infected by pinworm • The non-
medicinal treatment involved rigid hygienic m The 
rooms were vlashed daily with hot soa.._J and wat the children 
-vorere required during sleep , to wear short cot pants, which 
were changed and sterilized daily , and nail b ushes were used 
by the children . Finally , two showers were r quired daily . 
This non-medicinal , hygienic treatment was pu into effect for 
six weeks . Since the ova ' s viability outside the body was 
determined by Lentze (1932) to be one week , i was t'lerefore 
thoulht that a six week control period should be more than 
effective in reducing the number of ova outsi e the body . 
The results of this rigid , hy ienic , six week ~eriod was 
an increase from 38 to 51 per cent in the inc of 
97. 
In anot.:..:.er institution D 1 Antoni and SavTi tz ( 1940 ) combined 
rr.edicinal and non- medi cinal procedures . measures 
empl oyed were similar to those enforced 
institution . I m ediately after treatment wit -cntian violet 
t. e 26 irls of t ... _e institution , 21 of \hom 1--rere positive 
before treatment :.aci. been initiated, "t-Tere iven 7 riH anal 
swabs indiceti.g a 100 Jer cent cure . 
Hall ( 1923) re orted hy ienic measures , uch as uashing 
clothing , underwear and beddi , to be of val 
From the above data , it is readily apparent that ~y~ienic 
measures alone will 1ot cle r up pinworm infe tions and ~at 
when used with medication best results are ac 
Wri ·ht a11d Cram ( 1937) st..., ted that be c u wide I 
distribution of pinworm ova in such ple.ces as undei''t-Tear , ni6:"'t I 
clothinc.., , other clothiLLt, , bed linen , to"t-Tels , v ash cloths , soa'J , 
floors , up~olstery , and furniture it anpears o be iBpossible 
in a. practical sense to impose sufficiently rigourous hygienic 
measures to prevent reinfection especially in lower economic 
dvTellin s 1vhere many people are crowded into relatively short 
space of a few rooms . 
F . Reasons fer Difficulty in Treating nterobiasis 
There are several reasons w~y it is difficult to treat 
enterobiasis : first , t'1e greet number of egg, which are 
liberated by the female during oviposition ; secona , the 
distribution of e O'S t rou hout t e : ouse.hold · thirdJ=tb.e 
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resistance of the eggs ; fourth , the familial g oup con cept; 
and le.stly the need of a better chemothe:re.pati agent . 
Sisk ( 1943 ) examined two mature females a to egg content 
and counted 9 , 860 an 10 , 240 ova respectively . 
Reardon ( 1938) completed a study on the e ·g cour..t s in 20 
gravid female specimens of Enterobius . Most o t~e worms were 
fixed in 10 per cent formalin ; two in Bouin 1 s nd o~e in hot 
alcohol ; measurements of the 'tvorms were made 1r.r th a stage 
micrometer and dissecting scope . All worms we e previously 
soaked in a tenth normal solutio of sodium l1.y Lrozide for 
twenty-four hours , and then were stained in a lue rayon dye 
for another t¥enty-four hours . Counts were rna e on a special 
Rhodium- plated 2 by 3 inch slide squared off i one millimeter 
sections . On each of four such slides , three rops of 
lycerine were ~laced . A previously stained w rm was then 
placed on the slide and dissected microsco_ ica ly \vith an iris 
knife in quarters one of which 1r1as allol'red to enain on the 
slide and the other three portions placed in t e other three 
~lycerine slides . Each worm portion was tease with the iris 
knife and a dissecting needle until a level di persian of ova 
was achieved . ~e dissecting instruments were passec into 
glycerine to release egbs aili_ering to their su faces , and 24 
by 50 millimeter cover slips were applied to t e preparation . 
The ova were counted under a compound microsco e with 5 x 
ocular and 16 millimeter objective lens . The g~ count v:as 
accomplished by means of a Veeder hand counter 
Worms having the highest egg count 1...rere s cured from 
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specimens recently expelled in stools after tr ctment Hith 
gentian violet . Variation in e g count may be correlated with 
the size of the gravid female specimens . Counts made in the 
20 gravid femeles show from 4 , 672 to 16 , 888 eg~s per worm , the 
arithmetical mean being 11 , 105 . f 
From these fin"ings it is eviQent w y an nfected house-
hold m.y harbor many thouse.nds of ova nd that there is real 
I danger from infectious ~aterial . Cobb (1890 ) ~rote on the 
matter of 11 contagion 11 in e11terobiasis : 
11 T ... 1e abundance of the ee,~s C'1;)out dvmllings is 
dif~icult to overst~te , ~ic is easily ill strated by a 
calculation . Reckonin~ 50 fe ale worms to the individual 
( ·ll'li th 20 , 000 egcs in eac_ ... female) an avere'""e i hich I am 
certain is exceeQed in many localities , e have a popula-
tion of 250 , 000 , the enormous number of t o hundred and 
fifty thousand million egce , ·~ich if distributed everly 
over 20 square miles , rould furnish four to five hundred 
e gs to the square foot . 11 
Reardon takin 11 , 000 eggs per female uo 
assumes t at a slight case of oxyuriasis ~itn 
t e startlin !i_ure of 38E , OOO eggs would be 
household at the end of a week 1 s time . Such 
why Enterobius vermicularis as been lo g 
competent parasitologists as the foremost 
parasite of man . 
Oleinikof ( 1'329) _ad mane the 
ova in dust . He collected samples 
benches , and window sills of a schoolroom 
brush dipped in glycerine . The bru sh was 
tube and the washings centrifuges . Ova from 
-~ecovered from ma~u of the dust samRles . 
us the mean 
rorms involved, 
in a 
explain 
by man:r 
animal 
of Enterobius 
the floors , 
camel hair 
into a test 
-va.s 
l 100 . 
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Tolan c>nd Reardon (1939) collected dust scm)les from seven 
~ouses in which heavily infected · erson or per ons lived. Of 
241 dust samples taken 22.t (91. 7 per cent) v'ere f und to contain 
pimrorm ova . Samples \vere taken from 11 the corns at differen 
levels and locations . The 20 negative samples are not regprded 
as significant since other samples from the sa e room Here 
positive . T~e recovered ova were in all stage of development 
fromtedpoles to fully developed embryos . Abou one-fourt~ of 
t 1e ova examined i•Tere founCl. so deteriorated as to make t _eir 
developmental stage impossible to e.scertnin ; o t 1e rei'!: inin 
t_ree-fourths , 75 per ce t contained fully dev loped embryo and 
17 per cent undevelo ed tadpole sta~ee . About one-half of the 
ova ex ined were considered viable or only re' ently dead . 
Twer..ty-four of the microscopically determined 1viables 11 ·vvere 
incubated in gastric juice at 37°C with these esults : 9 
failed to hate~ , 1 did not hatch but was activ , end 14 eit~er 
completely or parti lly hatc'.1ed . 
The location of ova on hi "h mouldings of -oorvnws a d 
wind~ws indic~tes , according to Nolan and cear on , trans_orta-
tio of viable ova by air currents and t1e pos ibility of 
infection through inhalation . T~is suppositio1 was later 
proved by an experiment performed by Schuffner aud. Sivellen-
grebel ( 1946) . 
I!l 1944, Sc'1Uffner and Swellen,:rebel ter the 
:resence of eggs in the ust of rooms by dust from 
10 square deci eters , sus)ending it in 1 ater , iltering 
101 . 
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~he sedi e t was suspended in a solution of zifc chlori e in a 
ncrrow vial . In 45 minu es , nearly all the e g~ s had risen to 
t __ e urfc;ce , ad.rered tote c ver'""l ss on t_e rurface Qil 
reqdily counted . Larcre quantities uere fou d ~n scho lroo s 
~l1d eve. dininc rooms, v'1ere the c •• il ren sta rfd onl.f ~ 
relctively sort time . 
It as een noticed earlier that t':e e · s of Entero ius 
~re ~rect:celly refractory to olC: ft.~mi ant , 
11 Cyane II re t~ey affected b: such 
c .... ~n e s in temperature an hu idi t· ? t is quPstion 
Jones ~n acobs (1J41) performed a series of erimer.ts in 
rder to see precisel· at effect temper&ture a. hu~icit· 
c __ ru .. t:Je s .qd on ~ ... e via')ili ty of the L .. fe cti ve lrin an a alf 
sta e of t:e ova . sun11 ary rap of t •• eir results is iven 
belo . T .e c 1rrt is of nece ssi t.r an a ro:x:im~t:on . 
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family group 1-.rere freed of' the infestation for varying lengths 
of time . The ren:. ining tvm were i1ever ne5ati ve for more t:1.an 
ten to fifteen days at a tirr e , nd at no time in the e.:-:aminatio 
as all of tne family ne · tive . :ppare:1tly reinfection v-ras 
constantly taking place due to the residual c~ses of infection 
pre sent . 
The study in icates once more the f rnilial situation in 
regard to pinworm infections and the necessity of treating 
simultaneously all the members of a family . The study also 
indicates t _e difficulties encountered under conditions of 
inadeQuate income , restricted living space , and above all , poor 
sanitary conditions . 
Lastly t~ere seems to still be a necessity for a better 
drug to treat enterobiasis . According to Wr i ght and Cram 
(1937), in enterobiasis , expelling 90 per cent of t e worms is 
of only transitory relief , for , unless the patient is of t~e 
none too common type which vli l l carry out the tec"l,.ious and 
complex procedure necessary to prevent reinfection, the residua 
infection will build up or even surpass its former levels . 
At -oresent there is not avilable any anthelmintic drug 1vhich 
in a sin_le dose can safely and surely expell all the worms , 
larval and adult , from the host . Since a 100 per cent 
effective ant~elmitic drug has not yet been found , mult i ple 
dose t~erapy with relatively non- toxic drugs used oaily over a 
~eriod of time seems to be the best way to treat the infection . 
Repeated treatments have t~'le a vanta-·e of 2)reventing reinfectio 
durin treatm~~ by g~_t__t~g~~ of th~~~l:_~ms ~~ed 
106 . 
~,.i th infected o.terial and of inablin the drug to reach the 
rather inaccessible areas of the large intestine and calcum . 
Because of the great egg production (probably about 10 , 000 
per >mrm) , tne wide distribution of these eggs throughout an 
infected household. , the resistance of the eggs to either 
c,e~ical or ohysi cal control agents , the familial nature of 
the infection plus the subtle factor of residual infections , 
and lastly t·le absence of a really efficient , non- toxic and 
easily administered drug , Enterobius is '\"J'ell established as 
the foremost helminth pathogen of man and 1 ill undoubtedly be 
with us for many years to come . 
107 . 
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VI 
CLINICAL SURVEY OF 36 I. STITUTIO!ALIZED 
A. Introduction 
In conjunction with a survey of the available literature 
on Enterobius vermicularis, it was thou~ht that some ori~inal 
research \vork mie;ht be an im:'ortcnt adjunct to the t hesis . It 
was decided t hat t~e work would consist of i ~ cidence work done 
on a group of inc'U viduals in the 'Boston area . The only ''reviou 
work done in Boston and in Massachusetts was performed by 
kller and Sorenson (1941) who examined 505 children a t 
Children's Hospital Fith the use of, in most cases, a single 
NIH swqb and found 19 per cent positive . 
B. Haterials and Techniques 
It t-Ias fe 1 t that the ITIH swab vrould :;:-- :r·ove too com·) licated 
for easy use and t _"le Graham SW'":l.b lrJ"as eliminated becAuse it wes 
not firm ~1d difficulty in handling it may lead to inaccurecies 
In further readings of the literature the Von : ofe S\-Iab was 
described . The idea of using a test tube a s an ap- lic tor 
seemed to be of value and the swab devisee was built along t ~rt 
genera l line . 
1.08. 
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Scotch tape is smoothed out on the slide . The swab is rotated 
until the rest of the tape is attac·~ed and the rest of the 
joi 1ed ends cut loose and discarded . 
A -oovrerful cleanin: solution uas Jreparec by ad' ing 500 cc 
of commercial sulphuric acid slowly and with a great deal of 
stirring, so as to insure com~~lete reaction, to 5 grams of 
sodium dichromate. The c' ramie acid evolved is an effective 
oxidizer of all org nic material ~vi thin contact and therefore 
an ideal cle8ning solution . 
A wooden box five and a hnlf inches souare ann seven 
inches deep v-1a s built to carry s ..rabs to P.nd from the laboratory 
Sixteen s~abs could be carriec in this way conveniently . 
':'he study we s carried on at t'1e Cat~olic Boys Guidance 
Center lac ted at 102 Fenway Road, Boston . ere in exc~llent 
surroundin£S a group of 36 boys, 13 to 1? years of age, the 
averat;,e being 14 . b , were housed . 'l'hese boys came from many 
parts of greater Boston . The institution is a stone structure 
comprising four floors in a residential area of the city . Of 
the 36 boys in the institution 14 lived in double rooms the 
ot.1er 22 boys in sin0 le rooms . 
C. Procedure 
For convenience it "l'las decided t~1at t he boys be divided 
into three groups, tl1ese to be tested on successive vmeks . 
The testing began on January 18 , 1949 nd w s completed 
February 3 , 1949. The testing v-ras performed early in the 
morninc;, (6 : 30 to 6 : 45 A. i . ) bef0re the boys '1ac1 risen or 
110. 
performed their toilet . T~e procedure for testing was fairly 
sim·:)le . The boys upon being wakened got out of bed, took down 
t1eir pajama bottoms and spread their buttocks . The test tube 
o.pplicator 1.;as I'Ji thdrawn from the holder and the Scotch t i')e 
tip ·No.s place-'~ &.[,u.inst the .._;ePic l1 c 1 area anc1 rocked ba.ck and 
fo::-tl: several times in order to obtain a smear . The applicator 
v-ms tnen replaced in t!:-_e holder , transpo::. ... tecl to the labore.tory 
and s oothed down on the surface of a microscope slide , as was 
previously described . Examination was made under lovJ pmver, 
lOOx . 
D. Results 
Exactly one-half or 18 of the 36 boys exami.1ecl.. were found 
to be positive for pinworm ova . A total of 98 si•rabs were 
pre-;Jarer1_ , 2 . 7 per boy . Up to four swabs were ~iven in order 
to estEblish negativeness . Three of the 18 nee;a.tives receivec1 
only 3 swaus , one in t~e first group and two in the second 
·roup . ! o ir~crease in incidence \·ms noted amonf, the boys 
livin in double rooms as compared with those Jiving in single 
rooms . Of 22 boys living in single rooms 13 or 59 ~er cent 
were positive for pim1orms vll:.ile of the 14 boys in double rooms 
only 5 or 35 . 7 ryer cent were infected. 
In group I comprising 13 boys , 8 or 61. 5 per cent ivere 
found to be positive . I n group II 4 or 30 . 8 uer cent of the 
13 boys examinecl \vere positive for pinworms . I n group III 6 
or 60 per cent out of the 10 boys.were positive . 
111 . 
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E. Summary of Findings and Conclusions 
Group I J..' ~- not only hi hes t i'1cidence rate of t:1e t:!ree 
0 roups teste~ but ~ls o the positive icroscopic sli1es had 
generally a great r an.Y more ova than those of ei t_ er of the 
ot.er two roups . ~o quantitative data on this observation 
was maae . 
TABLE VII 
Surn::1ary Chart on Resul s of Reseo.rcJ. P:t~oblem 
lUMBER OF POSITIVES 
lst S\iab 2nd S\lab 3rcl s"1ab 4th swab Total 
Group I 6 0 2 0 8 
(13 boys) 
Gl~oup II 
(13 boy~) 0 2 2 0 4 
Group II I 
(10 boys) 2 4 0 0 6 
8 6 4 0 18 
This c~art is convenient ana useful in t~qt by reading 
across a. d _m·m the results of the tests are readily apparent . 
eading across discloses _10; many boys in tLe ina:.vidual 
grou)s were ouna to oe positive at ecch swab . Reading down 
we find the total number of boys founa positive in the t~~ee 
roups at any p"rticular swab . This later fact gives us the 
clue as to t~e efficie_ cy of tie swab . 
Of t:.e 18 positives fou1 d , 8 or 44 per cent 
after t e first swab . On the secon6.. si'iab 6 more positive s 
were d~sclosed running the total to 14 or 78 pe r cent of t e 
total number of 1ositives . The third swab isclosed 4 mere 
posit ives akin up the full 18 or 100 per cent of all t e 
~ositives found . The fourth swab made on 17 boys disclosed 
not a si Ele addition~l positive . 
It s~ould be realized, however , that t~e negative fourt: 
11~ . 
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after t _e first swab . On the second 8\'lab 6 more oosi ti ve s 
were disclosed running the total to 14 or 78 per cent of the 
total number of nositives . The third swab disclosed 4 more 
positives m~kin up the full 18 or 100 per cent of all t~e 
.,ositives found . The fourth swab made on 17 boys disclosed 
not a sinGle additional positive . 
It s~ould be realized, however , that t~e negative fourt~ 
swabs do not mean that with the aid of this swab cases of 
e terobiasis cEl.n be diagnosed on the basis of three co secutive 
swabs . Froru t~1e above de.ta it is impossible to predict what 
a fiftl1. , sixth or seventl1 s'nab 1..rould have disclosed . PerLaps 
;nany more positives \'roula. have discovered . Undoubtedly much 
more work is needed to demo~strate the efficiency of this 
modified a.al swab . 
113 . 
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THESIS ABSTRACT 
mete~s in len~t~- , end has its t<il portion decidedly t~enu te . 
Pin orm ova is c. racteristically flattene on o.e side , and 
!me su~es 55 by 3! p. . 
E~minction of the feces show only a small ercentage of 
jthe actual number of cases infected with pinworms . D1Antoni 
I 
~nd Sat•itz (1940 ) reported di-~nosin less than 1 per cent of 
I 
!the true .::..ncidence using direct fee 1 films, and less t'-1an 25 
~er cent usin fec~l concentration tee niques . 
T e use o~ sw~bs is t~e present acce ted me ns for 
nosing pinrorm infections . ~eny s1 abs ave been devise 
only two re in [ener 1 use ( ) t.!:'e :ir s1·2b , "'n, ( 2) t 1e 
,...~ah m s '::Jb . These t\' o s abs req•1ire ~ t; t"l of 7 co sec tive 
bs before an individual is considere to be ne~~tive . 
.... erolo ic< 1 testin see .. s to be of little v~lue in, 
ldia nosi _g the )resence of ~ terobius . The re ctions encountere 
l 
~pon injec 4 ion cf v rious sorts of extracts of uin1orms into 
ji~civi u ls "'re not specific 8nd therefore of little di gnostic 
Tue incidence of Enterobius in o~th AQerica can be 
e~~rded as hi~ , ~robably infecting h lf the pec_le of orth 
merle • 
Centr..,l erica ..,nd Mexico seems to be the most ~ vil• 
/) 
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i~fected area of the continent . According to Se.ndground (1933) 
and Mazzetti and his associates (1940 ) and (1943) , the majority 
of central americans and mexicens CJre nrobably harboring pin-
worms . 
In the Canadian- Ale.ska aree s , the incidence of pim.vorms is 
hic;h, accordin::; to Kuitunen- Ekba.um (1940) and (1943) and 
As~burn ( 194cl) . 
Tne numerous pa_ers presented on the incidence of pin orQs 
in Vc ''ious parts of the Unite States supports tne view that 
possibly 40 - er cent or more of the people in the United States 
re infected with pinwo,ms . 
Tne injury that results from infections rith Enterobius 
is sl1 0 ht . Gra id female migrations may set up J~cEl irrit~­
tions in the anal area kno-vm as ururi tis ani. This latter 
p eno eno is often used as a basis for ciaGnosi~g pinworms . 
MacArthur (1330) reported t~at the first a.d most important 
cause of nocturnal ururitis is the presence of Enterobius . 
!1umberous ot~1er complaints are associate·d with pinworm infectio s 
anorexia, irritability, heaQac:es , ~astra-intestinal symptoms 
and so fort 1 . 
Anal washes and ointments were once highly fevered in 
treating pimvorm infectio.1s, but they are , for the most part , 
no longer used . Tright , Brady and Bozicevich ( 1939) reported 
anal ointments to be of oubtful value in treating cases of 
enterobiasis since they failed either to destroy ovipositi~g 
females or render the ova non- viable . 
Sa tonin was shown b and Bozicevicb (1939) 
to be far from effective in treating Jinworm infections. 
Tetrachloretllylene is probably the best single dose drug 
for tLe treatment of Enterobius, but in lar~e doses it is not 
well tolerated by the patients e spocially children . 
Phenothir.zine ttt.erapy is t.ne standard tre tment for 
e. terobiasis in Europe and BPl)ears to be quite effective in 
riddin individuals of pinworms . lith the use of phenotbi~zine 
nearly 90 per cent cures are effectel . 
::exylre sorcinol is probably the best all around c"' .. ru · 
available in ;imrorrr. therapy . The drug is better toler.e~ed in 
large doses than most anthelmintics. It ~-as , ~1owever, t1vo 
major disadval tgses , (1) it is ex1~ensive, and (2) if treatment 
is to be effective it must proceed for a consideraole length 
of time . 
E:Yt,enic measures alone rill not clear up infections with 
pimvorns . Best results are obtainec1 when medic:: tion is coup- ed 
wit:_ hyc:enic controls . 
Thirty-six insti tutionalizecl boys , betv:reen the a[Ies of 13 
and 17, i-Tere examined v:1t:1 the use of a modified anal svJab. 
T~e swab consisted of a small test tube having a ring of Scotch 
tape effi::ed to its teroinal end . Tue a)plicator tube \·T .. en not 
in use was inserted into a larffer , ~ousin~ test tube . 
T.i_e oys vmre e::amined i . t ... e mor~ ing , 5 : 30-::: : ~5 A. }1. For 
t.1e sake of co!'lvenier:ce the boys were di vide d. i1 to -::;hree groups 
.roup I - 13 boys , group II - 13 boys , and group III - 10 oys . 
Of t.e 36 uoys examihed on ~he basis of four sw~bs, 18 or 50 . 0 
===#=='===e=r="'=c-==e-===nt were found to be infected l·Tith pim,wrms . 'l'he negative 
AXi . 
fourth s1abs were not regarded as evidence for the diaGnosis of 
pinworm infections using t~ree consecutive swabs . 
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